REGULAR CITY COUNCIL MEETING
MEETING AGENDA
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12, 2015
Closed Session – 6:00 PM
Regular Meeting - 6:30 PM
City Hall – Beryl P. Robinson, Jr. Conference Room
317 Broad Street, Nevada City, CA 95959

MISSION STATEMENT
The City of Nevada City is dedicated to preserving and enhancing its small town
character and historical architecture while providing quality public services for our
current and future residents, businesses and visitors.

Robert Bergman, Council Member
Terri Andersen, Council Member

Jennifer Ray, Mayor
Evans Phelps, Vice Mayor
Duane Strawser, Council Member

The City Council welcomes you to its meetings which are scheduled at 6:30 PM on the 2nd and 4th Wednesdays of
each month. Your interest is encouraged and appreciated. This meeting is recorded on DVD and is televised on
local public television Channel 17. Other special accommodations may be requested to the City Clerk 72 hours in
advance of the meeting. Please turn off all cell phones or similar devices. Action may be taken on any agenda item.
Agenda notices are available at City Hall. Materials related to an item on this Agenda submitted to the Council after
distribution of the agenda packet are available for public inspection in the City Hall at 317 Broad Street, Nevada
City, CA during normal business hours.
ANY MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC DESIRING TO ADDRESS THE COUNCIL ON ANY ITEM ON THIS
AGENDA: After receiving recognition from the Mayor, give your name and address, and then your comments or
questions. Please direct your remarks to the Councilmembers. In order that all interested parties have an opportunity
to speak, please limit your comments to the specific item under discussion. All citizens will be afforded an
opportunity to speak, consistent with their Constitutional rights. Time limits shall be at the Mayor's discretion. IF
YOU CHALLENGE the Council's decision on any matter in court, you will be limited to raising only those issues
you or someone else raised at the meeting or Public Hearing described on this agenda, or in written correspondence
delivered to the City Council at, or prior to, the meeting or Public Hearing.

CLOSED SESSION – 6:00 PM
Pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.9, the Consulting City Attorney is requesting a
closed session conference to discuss and confer on a Settlement Authority Request regarding the
pending Worker’s Compensation claim of James Fowler against the City, Claim No. NCWA
556102.
REGULAR MEETING – 6:30 PM - Call to Order
Roll Call: Andersen, Bergman, Strawser, Vice Mayor Phelps, & Mayor Ray
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PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
PROCLAMATION: 150th Anniversary of Nevada City Theatre
PRESENTATION: Swearing In Ceremony – Canine Officer Rüdiger
BUSINESS FROM THE FLOOR
1. PUBLIC COMMENT
Under Government Code Section 54954.3, members of the public are entitled to address
the City Council concerning any item within the Nevada City Council’s subject matter
jurisdiction. Comments on items NOT ON THE AGENDA are welcome at this time.
Normally, public comments are limited to no more than three minutes each. Except for
certain specific exceptions, the City Council is prohibited from discussing or taking
action on any item not appearing on the posted agenda.
2. COUNCIL MEMBERS REQUESTED ITEMS AND COMMITTEE REPORTS:
3. CONSENT ITEMS:
All matters listed under the Consent Calendar are to be considered routine by the City Council
and will be enacted by one motion in the form listed. There will be no separate discussion of
these items unless, before the City Council votes on the motion to adopt, members of the
Council, City staff or the public request specific items to be removed from the Consent Calendar
for separate discussion and action.
A. Subject: Memorial Bench Request for Pioneer Park
Recommendation: Pass a motion approving a bench with plaque to be placed at the
Pioneer Park playground in memory of Donna Rocker.
B. Subject: Approval of Hiring a New City Planner
Recommendation: Approve hiring of Tonya Ward, AICP, MUP as the City of
Nevada City’s City Planner pursuant to City’s Personnel Policy Guide.
C. Subject: Implementation of Land Management Plan for Hirschman’s Pond – Sierra
Nevada Conservancy Proposition 84 Healthy Forests Grant Program
Recommendation: Authorize Mayor to sign a letter of support for Sierra Streams
Institute to apply for funding to complete fire clearing on the Hirschman’s Pond
property.
D. Subject: Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for Deer Creek Environs Fuel
Reduction Project
Recommendation: Accept the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between
Sierra Streams Institute, The Fire Safe Council and the City of Nevada City and
approve the Mayor to sign on behalf of the City.
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4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
A. City Council Meeting – July 22, 2015
5. DEPARTMENT REQUESTED ACTION ITEMS AND UPDATE REPORTS:
A. Subject: League of Women Voters Request for Use of Nevada City Council
Chambers
Recommendation: Provide direction to the City Manager.
6. PUBLIC HEARINGS:
A. Subject: Public Hearing to Consider a 15-year Extension of the Current Development
Agreement between the City of Nevada City and Kenmawr-Nevada City LLC and
Nevada City Tech Center, LLC
Recommendation: Hold the Public Hearing and after consideration, adopt Ordinance
2015-XX approving and extending the proposed 15-year extension of the current
Development Agreement, and authorize the Mayor to sign the final draft of the
extended Agreement.
B. Subject: Public Hearing to Consider Adoption of Proposed Amendments to the
Existing Nevada City Design Guidelines, Relative to Architectural Review
Recommendation: Hold the Public Hearing and after consideration, the Council can
adopt the proposed amendments to the Nevada City Design Guidelines as
recommended by the Planning Commission as submitted or with any modifications.
7. OLD BUSINESS:
8. NEW BUSINESS:
9. CORRESPONDENCE:
10. ANNOUNCEMENTS:
11. CITY MANAGER’S REPORT:
12. ADJOURNMENT

Certification of Posting of Agenda
I, Catrina Olson, Assistant City Manager for the City of Nevada City, declare that the foregoing agenda for the
August 12, 2015 Regular Meeting of the Nevada City City Council was posted August 7, 2015 at the office of the
City of Nevada City (City Hall). The agenda is also posted on the City’s website www.nevadacityca.gov.
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Signed this August 7, 2015 at Nevada City, California

__________________________________, Catrina Olson, Assistant City Manager
__________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY OF NEVADA CITY
City Council
Long Range Calendar
August 26, 2015
September 7, 2015
September 9, 2015
September 23, 2015
October 12, 2015
October 14, 2015
October 28, 2015

Regular City Council Meeting
Labor Day
Regular City Council Meeting (Admissions Day-floating holiday)
Regular City Council Meeting
Columbus Day
Regular City Council Meeting
Regular City Council Meeting

NOTE: This list is for planning purposes; items may shift depending on timing and capacity of a meeting.
NOTICE: As presiding officer, the Mayor has the authority to preserve order at all City Council meetings, to
remove or cause the removal of any person from any such meeting for disorderly conduct, or for making personal,
impertinent, or slanderous remarks, using profanity, or becoming boisterous, threatening or personally abusive
while addressing said Council and to enforce the rules of the Council.
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REPORT TO CITY COUNCIL
August 12, 2015

City of Nevada City
317 Broad Street
Nevada City, CA 95959
www.nevadacityca.gov

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

TITLE: Memorial Bench Request for Pioneer Park
RECOMMENDATION: Pass a motion approving a bench with plaque to be placed at the
Pioneer Park playground in memory of Donna Rocker.
CONTACT: Dawn Zydonis, Parks & Recreation Supervisor
BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION: Friends and family of Donna Rocker, a local teacher and
community volunteer, would like to place a bench in her memory at Pioneer Park. All funds for
the bench and plaque will be provided by those making the request.
The City adopted its “Policy for Placement of Items in City Parks & Open Space” on September
25, 2013. Appendix B of this policy does not include recommendations for memorials at Pioneer
Park. However, the suggested bench location for Donna Rocker is one of several logical
locations in the park for a bench. The Parks & Recreation Supervisor and the Public Works
Supervisor recommend the location shown in the attached picture. The memorial bench would
replace a cement bench that was made unusable by the new ground cover at the playground.
The family has made the following request for wording on the plaque:
Dedicated to Donna Nadine Rocker
Remembered for her giving spirit, zest for living, eye for beauty,
unwavering faith and enduring positive outlook.
The Recreation Committee reviewed this at their July 22, 2015 meeting and recommended the
City Council approve the bench with the wording as presented.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: None
FISCAL IMPACT: None
ATTACHMENTS:
 Memorial Placement Request Form
 Policy for Placement of Items in City Parks & Open Space
 Photo of recommended bench location

REPORT TO CITY COUNCIL
August 12, 2015

City of Nevada City
317 Broad Street
Nevada City, CA 95959
www.nevadacityca.gov

_____________________________________________________________________________________

TITLE: Approval of Hiring a New City Planner
RECOMMENDATION: Approve hiring of Tonya Ward, AICP, MUP as the City of
Nevada City’s City Planner pursuant to City’s Personnel Policy Guide.
CONTACT: Mark Prestwich, City Manager; Catrina Olson, Assistant City Manager
BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION:
The City’s City Planner, Cindy Siegfried, recently provided noticed that she will retire
effective September 4, 2015 after approximately eight years of dedicated service.
As a result, City staff conducted a recruitment for a replacement City Planner
advertising locally and in an industry publication with a wide circulation. The City
received 19 applications for the position. After a staff committee scored the applications,
six candidates were selected for interviews with a panel consisting of the City Manager,
Assistant City Manager, Consulting City Engineer, City Planner, and Consulting City
Planner.
The City Manager, in consultation with the interview panel, has decided to hire Tonya
Ward to serve as Nevada City’s next City Planner. Ms. Ward is a certified land use
planner by the American Institute of Certified Planners and holds a graduate degree in
Urban and Regional Planning. She brings more than 16 years of comprehensive
planning experience to Nevada City, which includes managing complex technical
projects in municipal planning departments as well as private sector experience. Ms.
Ward’s strong educational credentials, experience with historic districts and
preservation in smaller California cities, General Plan implementation, environmental
permitting, and commitment to customer service excellence are notable qualities
considered in the decision to select Ms. Ward for the position.
Pursuant to the City’s Personnel Code, hiring at or above the department head level is
subject to City Council approval.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: Not applicable.
FISCAL IMPACT: Not applicable.
ATTACHMENT: None

REPORT TO CITY COUNCIL
August 12, 2015

City of Nevada City
317 Broad Street
Nevada City, CA 95959
www.nevadacityca.gov

_____________________________________________________________________________________

TITLE: Implementation of Land Management Plan for Hirschman’s Pond – Sierra
Nevada Conservancy Proposition 84 Healthy Forests Grant Program
RECOMMENDATION: Authorize Mayor to sign a letter of support for Sierra Streams
Institute to apply for funding to complete fire clearing on the Hirschman’s Pond property.
CONTACT: Dawn Zydonis, Parks & Recreation Supervisor
BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION:
In 2012, Sierra Streams Institute was awarded a grant to create a Land Management
Plan for Hirschman’s Pond. At the July 23, 2014 City Council meeting, the Council
approved the Land Management Plan for Hirschman’s Pond Property that had been
created with that grant funding. Sierra Streams Institute would now like to apply for a
grant to complete the fire clearing that is discussed in the Land Management Plan.
Sierra Nevada Conservancy is accepting applications for the Proposition 84 Healthy
Forests Grant Program. If awarded funding, the Council will be able to review the
project again before considering approval of Sierra Streams accepting the funding to
complete the fire clearing.
Sierra Streams Institute has been a great partner with the first step of this project. They
kept the City well informed of the work and studies that they were completing on the
Hirschman’s property. The Land Management Plan was developed with animal habitat
as a high priority. If awarded the grant, animal habitat as well as preservation of native
plants will be a high priority while completing the work.
Implementation of the Land Management Plan is consistent with the City’s Hirschman
Pond Vision and Planning Study that was adopted in 2010.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: A Notice of Exemption was completed for the
Land Management Plan and an Implementation of the Plan.
FISCAL IMPACT: Sierra Streams Institute will be the lead agency on the grant
application. Grant funding will cover all costs of completing the work on the
Hirschman’s Pond Property. There will be funds available through the grant to cover
staff time to assist with the project.
ATTACHMENTS:
 Land Management Plan for Hirschman’s Pond
 Draft Letter of Support

Land Management Plan for Hirschman’s Pond, Nevada City, CA
Objectives
The purpose of this Land Management Plan is to guide management of the city of
Nevada City-owned 85.34 acre Hirschman’s Pond Property, with the goals of
maintaining a healthy forest in perpetuity, improving recreational opportunities,
and preventing catastrophic wildfires. These goals will be met by focusing on
maintenance of native plant and wildlife communities, coupled with small-scale
management of particular forest stands via hand-thinning.
This plan will reduce forest fuel loads through the removal of highly flammable
woody understory and invasive species, such as Scotch Broom, and through
thinning and re-location of high concentrations of woody debris and ladder fuel
species. By reducing the risk of catastrophic fire and subsequent erosion and
sedimentation, this Land Management Plan will create a healthier forest for native
plants, animals, and people.
Maintaining a fire safe forest in the Hirschman’s Pond area will also prevent
potential water quality impacts to Woods Ravine, a tributary of Deer Creek, by
preventing erosion that ensues after catastrophic fires, and ensuring that the
resulting sedimentation and nutrient addition to Woods Ravine are avoided.
Managing the forest in the Hirschman’s Pond area with the objective of increased
overall ecosystem health will not only reduce the risk of wildfire, but also enhance
ecological integrity by improving forest habitat for plants and animals and
contributing to increased water quality in Woods Ravine and Deer Creek.
Property Description
The Hirschman’s Pond property is infested with non-native plants, primarily Scotch
broom and Himalayan blackberry. These non-native plants greatly increase fire
danger and decrease forest integrity, and their presence is contrary to the objectives
of the City for management of the property, as stated in the city’s Hirschman’s Pond
Vision and Planning Study (2010). The city’s long term goal is complete removal of
all non-native vegetation from the site and replanting with native vegetation, in
order to improve habitat for native wildlife, to increase recreational opportunities,
and to reduce fire risk. Given the property’s location, the need to reduce the risk of
catastrophic fire is especially great. Within a quarter mile of the site are the historic
buildings of Nevada City whose entire downtown is listed on the National Register
of Historic Places; the headquarters of Tahoe National Forest; and the Nevada
County Government Center with its County Administration Center, County Jail, Main
Library, Mental Health Facility, Facilities maintenance center, county sheriff and
emergency operations center. The recent development of a 2.4-mile trail system
through the property has brought an increase in human interactions with the
environment, along with increased risk of fire.

A short distance from the pond, the newly developed Hirschman’s Pond Trail
traverses Woods Ravine, a major tributary of Deer Creek, which flows into the
Sacramento River and San Francisco Bay via the Yuba and Feather Rivers. A short
spur trail follows Woods Ravine upstream for a quarter mile. Improvements to the
vegetative complex in the area and reduction of wildfire risk would therefore have
an important benefit for recreational use and overall watershed health in the Deer
Creek watershed, by improving water quality, reducing erosion, and increasing
native habitat. The steep narrow Deer Creek canyon immediately downstream of
Nevada City poses an exceptionally high fire risk and was the location of the
catastrophic 49er Fire in 1988. It has been identified as the #1 fire hazard in
Nevada County as specified in the Community Wildfire Protection Plan developed by
the Firesafe Council of Nevada County, Nevada County Fire Chiefs Council, and the
Nevada County Board of Supervisors.
Following comprehensive ecological assessments, we have developed this Land
Management Plan for Hirschman’s Pond, with the goal of guiding management of the
property to maintain a healthy forest and recreational resource in perpetuity.
Recommendations for the management plan include selective thinning strategies
(trees under 6” DBH) that have emerged as a new standard for fire prevention and
control in forest ecosystems, involving the removal or modification of surface fuels,
the felling of excess small snags, and manual thinning to decrease overall stand
density. This plan focuses on the inclusion of strategies to reduce the effects of
climate change, increasing carbon sequestration capacity and forest biodiversity,
and improving the overall health of the ecosystem and its ability to overcome
stresses such as disease and drought caused by climate change. Selective reduction
in tree density through careful thinning improves tree growth and vigor, increases
live crown ratios, reduces insect and disease mortality, and promotes understory
shrub development.
Resource Inventory
Forest Resources
Comprehensive forest health and structure surveys were conducted at three
areas chosen to represent three of the approximately five distinct forest
areas/types located on the property. These surveys included measures of
tree diameter, height, crown height and extent, and spatial
distribution/clustering within stands, as well as species identification and
mapping by forest area. Forest plots (20 meter by 20 meter) were
established in each area and spatially coincided with mammal, understory
vegetation, and woody debris (fuel) surveys. All three of the plots measured
as of the writing of this report have similar total basal areas, but vastly
different basal areas per stem (i.e. stem size versus stem density) and fuel
loads. See Appendix A for a map of all current work areas.

Area 1: “Hill” plot. The Hill plot represents the open, rocky terrain
immediately surrounding Hirschman’s Pond itself, and consists primarily of
ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) and whiteleaf manzanita (Arctostaphylos
viscida), with limited Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), and interior live
oak (Quercus wislizeni). This plot is the most mature forest type on the
property, with limited mid-story canopy, a high overall canopy, and a smaller
number of large diameter stems. Fire fuels in this plot are also limited, with
no measured 100-hour fuel load, and negligible 10-hour and 1000-hour fuel
loads. Weighted litter flammability was also negligible. However, the Hill plot
is also located immediately adjacent to a large, dense plot of Scotch broom
(Cytisus scoparius). Understory species consist of immature interior live oak,
tanoak (Notholithocarpus densiflorus), and Scotch broom plants.
Area 2: “Coyote” plot. The Coyote plot is located near the property boundary
in the thin corridor between Highway 49 and private property, immediately
beyond the “Be Coyote Aware” trail sign. This plot represents the recently
disturbed, fairly invaded, building-phase forest type encountered in a few
locations on the property. This plot is dominated by one mature Ponderosa
pine, and numerous smaller, but still mature species, including Pacific
madrone (Arbutus menziesii), incense cedar (Calocedrus decurrens), black oak
(Quercus kelloggii), interior live oak, and bittercherry (Prunus sp.). Pacific
madrone has a large cumulative basal area, but distributed among multiple
stems (this plot has the lowest basal area per stem), indicating a recent
disturbance and heavy re-colonization. This also results in a much lower,
denser canopy than that observed in the Hill plot, and a more fire-prone
stand. The Coyote plot has negligible 100-hour or 1000-hour fuels, but a
significant amount of 10-hour fuels, and a relatively high weighted litter
flammability score. This high small-fuel load, coupled with densely packed
pole-size stems, demonstrates a need for management of fire danger within
this plot. Understory species in this plot consist of a mixture of native and
non-native vegetation including pink honeysuckle (Lonicera hispidula),
mountain misery (Chamaebatia foliolosa), bedstraw (Galium aparine),
Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus), and Scotch broom.
Area 3: “Forest” plot. The Forest plot represents the mature closed-canopy
mixed-oak woodland present at multiple locations on the property,
particularly on South and West facing slopes between Hirschman’s Pond and
Woods Ravine. Species in this plot consist primarily of incense cedar, black
oak, and interior live oak, with a few small Ponderosa pine stems. While the
Forest plot has a higher crown and less pole-size stems (ladder fuels) than
the Coyote plot, it contains the largest amount of woody debris and the
highest weighted litter flammability score of the three plots measured thus
far. Understory species in this plot consisted of pink honeysuckle, interior
live oak, poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum), and deerbrush (Ceanothus
integerrimus).

Area 4: Woods Ravine. Woods Ravine is the only perennial stream on the
property, and is a tributary of Deer Creek. During high flow events, several
ephemeral channels flow into Woods Ravine, under the raised pedestrian
boardwalk section of the trail. This area is highly infested with the invasive
Himalayan blackberry, which precludes a native shrub and herb layer, and
substantially limits wildlife movement.
Area 5: Area marked “Near End” of trail. This site is predominantly mixed
grassland/woodland, with many invasive grasses and herbs. It requires a
more detailed site evaluation before management suggestions can be made,
but initial observations indicate that mowing and/or hand pulling will be
employed for invasive removal, followed by planting/seeding with native
grass and herb species.
Wildlife and Habitat
Surveys for wildlife on the property have been carried using a variety of
methods, including: remote camera surveys, small-mammal live trapping,
habitat viability surveys, and audio/visual surveys. Species surveyed include
amphibians, mammals (terrestrial and aquatic), reptiles, and birds. No state
or federally listed amphibians, mammals, or birds have been identified in any
of the work areas.
The Western Pond Turtle, a state Species of Special Concern, is present in
Hirschman’s Pond, where no vegetation removal will occur. The pond especially the north side of the pond, which has no trail access – is home to a
great variety of wildlife, both migratory and resident. This area will serve as
a necessary “wildlife sanctuary” where animals and their habitat can remain
undisturbed from human activity and any potentially disruptive management
activities.
Soils
For a complete description of soils present on the Hirschman’s Pond
property, please see Appendix C, Holdrege and Kull’s “Preliminary
Abandoned Mine Land Characterization for Hirschman’s Pond” (attached).
Due to the elevated levels of Arsenic and Lead in the waste rock pile on the
southern end of the pond, we will avoid any work in this area to eliminate
exposure risk.
Water Resources
The entire Hirschman’s Pond property is located northwest of Nevada City
within the Deer Creek watershed. The parcels are situated on moderately
sloping to steep slopes at elevations ranging from 2,500 to 2,650 feet.
Several seasonal streams flow through the site, the most significant of which

is the Woods Ravine, which traverses the Open Space Parcel A of the Indian
Trails Subdivision. The Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) for this area,
prepared by the Federal Emergency Management Agency, does not identify
this site as being within any 100-year flood plains.
Hirschman’s Pond was created as a result of hydraulic gold mining, but now
supports resident populations of Western pond turtles, Pacific chorus frogs,
and many migrating and resident waterfowl species. The seasonal overflow
areas are particularly rich breeding areas for frogs and serve as basking
areas for pond turtles and foraging grounds for birds. Stocked fish species
(bass) in Hirschman’s Pond have shown elevated levels of mercury, and due
to the area’s mining history, it is expected that the pond may contain other
heavy metals. Water quality of Hirschman’s Pond is not currently known, but
will be the subject of future studies.
Management Goals:
1. Fuels Management:
a) Improved overall forest ecosystem health and habitat structure;
b) Implementation of wildfire prevention and safety measures;
c) Establishment of firesafe rural communities, with economic and social
benefits of reduced fire risk.
2. Invasive Species Removal:
a) Reduction of fuel load;
b) Reduction of competitive pressures on native flora;
c) Elimination of non-native species and reduction of seed availability for
downstream transport.
3. Revegetation:
a) Improvement in ecosystem stability and health;
b) Preservation and restoration of native biodiversity and rare/endangered
species;
c) Increase in native food source, both plant and macroinvertebrate;
d) Overall water quality improvement through erosion prevention; and
e) Restoration of native plant communities that are adapted to the natural
fire regime, resulting in improved fire resiliency.
Management Strategies:
1. Fuels Management:
a) Remove selected small diameter (< 6” DBH) standing trees, using hand
tools (saws and small chainsaws) to allow for increased growth in
remaining trees, remove ladder fuels, and opening of canopy to
encourage growth of native understory shrubs

b) Remove downed woody debris from areas without resident rodent
populations to minimize ladder fuels
c) Dispose of thinned trees and downed woody debris by mulching locally
(hand cutting into small pieces and scattering throughout work area).
Invasive plant species will be removed before setting seed to ensure no
germination is possible. Where appropriate, a small number of downed
trees will be placed in Hirschman’s pond, to provide basking habitat for
Western Pond Turtles. This type of habitat is currently lacking in the
Hirschman’s Pond environment.
d) Create and maintain a firebreak buffer around the existing trail to prevent
the spread of wildfire into surrounding residential and business areas
2. Invasive Species Removal:
a) Remove the invasive, non-native, and highly flammable species Scotch
broom (Cytisus scoparius), Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus), and
bigleaf periwinkle (Vinca major) from identified areas (see Appendix B)
to create and maintain a buffer around the existing trail to prevent the
spread of wildfire into surrounding residential and business areas
b) Install erosion control measures during plant removal on slopes to
ensure prevention of erosion and no potential for sediment to enter
adjacent waterways
c) Replant areas with fire-resistant native understory plants following
invasive vegetation removal to further mitigate any potential for erosion
and sedimentation
3. Revegetation:
a) In areas that have undergone invasive plant removal, re-plant with fireresistant California native understory plants to mitigate any potential for
erosion and sedimentation
b) Choose plants from local populations for propagation or transplanting to
ensure they are adapted for long-term survival at this site
c) Replant with native plants that fill the same ecological niche as the
invasive vegetation that has been removed. For example, using native
white stemmed raspberry (Rubus leucodermis) and California blackberry
(Rubus ursinus) to replant in areas of Himalayan blackberry removal will
ensure continuity of habitat type and availability of food for wildlife.
These revegetation efforts will also enhance habitat quality by improving
the ability of wildlife to move through the forest and promoting the
growth of herbaceous plants in the understory (both of which are
hindered by the presence of Himalayan blackberry).
4. Monitoring:
a) Continue annual monitoring of vegetation and wildlife
b) Regular water quality monitoring of Woods Ravine during invasive
species removal and revegetation, to ensure no increase in turbidity and
total suspended solids resulting from removal and revegetation efforts

c) Annual monitoring of invasive species regrowth to inform continued
management and removal efforts

Management Timetable
(Assuming a working timeline of Spring 2015 – Spring 2018)
Management Strategy
Fuels Management

Invasive Species Removal

Revegetation

Monitoring

Evaluation

Task
1.1 - Select and flag trees
and ladder fuel for
removal
1.2 - Manual removal of
trees and ladder fuels
1.3 - Woody debris
removal (mulching) and
relocation for turtle
basking habitat (using
draft horses)
1.4 - Evaluate success of
fuel removal and
continue as necessary
2.1 - Remove invasive
species from property
2.2 - Install erosion
control measures
3.1 - In areas that have
undergone invasive plant
removal, replant with
native plant species
4.1 - Establish photo
points and monitor
quarterly to document
landscape changes
4.2 - Seasonal monitoring
of vegetation and wildlife
4.3 - Quarterly water
quality monitoring at
Woods Ravine
5.1 - Analyze and
interpret data from fuels
management, invasive
species removal,
revegetation, and
monitoring
5.2 - Compile final report
and revise Land
Management Plan

Timetable
Summer 2015
Fall and Winter 2015;
Fall and Winter 2016
Winter 2015; Fall and
Winter 2016; Spring
2017
Ongoing
Spring 2016, Spring 2017
Spring 2016 – Spring
2018
Fall 2016 – Fall 2017

Spring 2015 – Fall 2017

Spring/Summer 2015 –
Fall 2017
Spring 2015 – Fall 2017
Winter 2017

Spring 2018

Adaptive Management
As with all dynamic natural environments, it is highly likely that plant and animal
communities and conditions at Hirschman’s Pond will experience changes over
time. As such, we must plan on adaptively managing the property to account for
these fluctuations. This Land Management Plan is intended to act as a “living
document”, which will be reviewed regularly and revised as necessary.
In order to provide the most appropriate management strategies for current
conditions continued monitoring of biotic and abiotic factors on the property is
essential. This monitoring will include the continuation of annual bird, mammal,
amphibian and reptile communities as well as annual vegetation monitoring.
Seasonal (quarterly) water quality monitoring will also take place at Woods Ravine
and any ephemeral tributaries, in order to track the effects of seasonality as well as
any management activities. Upon analyses of these data, we will revise
management strategies as needed, to ensure that the ecological integrity of the
Hirschman’s Pond property is maintained in perpetuity.

Appendix A. Hirschman’s Pond Current Study Areas

Appendix B. Invasive Plant Species Locations

Appendix C. Hirschman’s Pond Soils Report

DRAFT Letter of Support

Sierra Nevada Conservancy
11521 Blocker Drive Suite 205
Auburn, CA 95603
August 12, 2015
Greetings,
On behalf of the City of Nevada City, I am pleased to offer my enthusiastic support for the proposal to
the Sierra Nevada Conservancy by Sierra Streams Institute, entitled Hirschman’s Pond Forest Health
Project.
The City has previously partnered with Sierra Streams Institute to develop the Hirschman’s Pond Land
Management Plan with funding from Sierra Nevada Conservancy. Sierra Streams led this collaborative
effort through the city’s Parks and Recreation Department, with extensive input from neighbors and
concerned community members. The finished plan was officially approved by the Nevada City Council
on July 23, 2014. The current proposal if funded will allow the work outlined in the plan to take place.
Hirschman’s Pond is one of the City’s most beloved recreational resources, with popular hiking and
biking trails, a pond that serves as a sanctuary for local wildlife, and interpretive signage. Located just
across Highway 49 from downtown Nevada City, Hirschman’s Pond is set aside as open space for the
enjoyment of locals and visitors, and presents a high fire risk to the surrounding neighborhood and
downtown in its current dense, forested state. Implementation of the plan will enhance recreational and
ecological values of this vital resource.
We are pleased to continue our partnership with Sierra Streams Institute with the long‐awaited
implementation of the Hirschman’s Pond Forest Health Project. The City’s Parks and Recreation
Department will manage the site in perpetuity, and welcomes partnerships with groups such as Sierra
Streams to ensure its long term health.
Please contact City Manager Mark Prestwich at (530) 265‐2496, ext. 119 if you need any further
information.
Sincerely,

Jennifer M. Ray, Ph.D
Mayor of Nevada City
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_____________________________________________________________________________________

TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for Deer Creek Environs Fuel
Reduction Project
RECOMMENDATION: Accept the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between
Sierra Streams Institute, The Fire Safe Council and the City of Nevada City and approve
the Mayor to sign on behalf of the City.
CONTACT: Dawn Zydonis, Parks & Recreation Supervisor
BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION: The City owns approximately 45 acres of open space
known as “The Environs”. This property is located on the west side of the City limits
primarily between Jordan St. and Providence Mine Rd. The Wastewater Treatment
plant is surrounded by the Environs. The Environs also extends across Deer Creek to a
small portion of land by Champion Mine Rd.
In October 2013, the City was awarded a Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) Pre-Disaster Mitigation Competitive Grant for fire clearing on The Environs
property. The Fire Safe Council assisted in writing the grant application. The Fire Safe
Council and Sierra Streams Institute have agreed to assist with the project. The details
of their involvement are explained in the proposed MOU (attached). Work on this project
is planned to begin this fall. Any contract work that will cost more than $5,000 will go
through the City’s formal bid process.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: The California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) requirements for the grant application were completed in 2007. The Fire Safe
Council and Sierra Streams Institute place a high priority on animal habitat and
preservation of native plants.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Staff time involved in implementing the work on this grant is not covered by grant
funding.
ATTACHMENT:
 Proposed MOU between The Fire Safe Council, Sierra Streams Institute and the
City of Nevada City

CITY OF NEVADA CITY
DRAFT SUMMARY MINUTES
REGULAR CITY COUNCIL MEETING OF JULY 22, 2015

NOTE: This meeting is available to view on the City’s website www.nevadacityca.gov – Go to Quick Links and
Click on Agendas & Minutes and find the Archived Videos in the middle of the screen. Select the meeting date
and Click on Video to watch the meeting. The agenda listed directly below the video screen has bullet points
which you can select to get to a specific agenda item. Click on the desired agenda item which will enable you
view the meeting from that point forward. Please contact Deputy City Clerk, Corey Shaver for websites
assistance (530) 265-2496, ext 133.
- City Council Meetings are available on DVD. To order, Contact City Hall - cost is $15.00 per DVD.
- Closed Session Meetings are not recorded.

Regular meeting called to order at 6:30 PM
ROLL CALL
Present: Council Members Phelps, Strawser, Bergman, Mayor Andersen, Vice Mayor Ray
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
PROCLAMATION:
None
PRESENTATION:
Park & Recreation Supervisor Zydonis presented Certificates of Appreciation to the swimming pool staff.
BUSINESS FROM THE FLOOR – PUBLIC COMMENT (Per Government Code Section 54954.3)
Sally Harris, Spring St – Thanked the out-going Mayor Terri Andersen and incoming Mayor Jennifer Ray for their
services.
Linda Chaplin – Stated she uses the Pioneer Park pool; it’s a beautiful pool and staff provides excellent service.
Dave Iorns, 110 N Pine St – Read a letter from the Chamber of Commerce requesting that the terrazzo lights on
Commercial Street be agendized at a future Council Meeting as the Chamber supports the lights and would like to
participate in a discussion about placing them above the boardwalk for a one year pilot test.
Niel Locke – Stated that there’s a kick-starter out there for a turn table at the railroad museum and they’ve raised $5900
out of the $9500 needed; wants to clarify some facts about the train at the Northern Queen, it was forced to close because
the Ramey family that owned it could not afford to pay the insurance requirements as the State recognized it as a carnival
ride.
- Vice Mayor Phelps requested that the Chamber of Commerce bring a lighting proposal to Council and requested the City
Manager agendize this item for a future Council meeting.
1. REORGANIZATION OF CITY COUNCIL
A. Confirmation of Mayor Pro Tem Selection to be Mayor
- Mayor Andersen provided exiting comments as Mayor.
- Vice Mayor Ray accepted to be Mayor.
B. Nominations and Selection of Vice Mayor
- Mayor Ray asked Council Member Phelps if she accepted the role of Vice Mayor.
- Council Member Phelps accepted to be Vice Mayor.
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2. COUNCILMEMBERS REQUESTED ITEMS AND COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Vice Mayor Phelps
Stated she had a talk with Bill Falconi and the City has saved more than the mandatory 25% in water reduction and the
citizen’s should be very proud.
Council Member Andersen
NCTC – There is a public workshop on Tuesday, July 28th at Grass Valley City Hall to discuss the Western Nevada
County Transit Development Plan; Omni Means has been hired for the Gold Flat Road Traffic Analysis; there’s an open
house on Wednesday, August 5th at Grass Valley City Hall regarding the LaBarr Meadows/McKnight Way Project.
Council Member Bergman
Digital Media Campus – Stated they meet every Monday for a couple of hours; it’s a good thing for Western Nevada
County.
A. Subject: Review & Discussion of Code of Conduct – Jennifer Ray
Mayor Ray briefly reviewed the Rosenberg’s Rules of Order and the Nevada City Code of Conduct.
B. Subject: 2015 AMGEN Tour of California Expenses – Evans Phelps
Vice Mayor Phelps asked this item be on the agenda for discussion to see if the City could pay towards the 15,000+ debt
for AMGEN that Council Member Strawser personally paid due to unforeseen events.
- Council Member Strawser explained that sponsorship funds were raised for two certain categories, but later we learned
they were unable to participate because AMGEN closed out those two categories by using their own sponsors, causing
those funds to be denied and he personally paid this debt out of a moral obligation.
- Vice Mayor Phelps stated that the City hosted this year’s AMGEN with Duane’s help in getting it here; past AMGEN
contracts were signed by the City, the City provided the insurance coverage. This bike event gives a lot of recognition to
the City, we’re a bike friendly community and we should help out to pay back Duane.
Public Comment
Dave Iorns – Submitted photographs of the AMGEN 2015 event, - Stated that the City was the second starting position
for the AMGEN 2015 and it drew a lot of media attention for Nevada City. Duane has already paid the Chamber of
Commerce the $15,359.61 that was spent because of the two sponsors unable to participate; the City was the host of this
event; request the City Council find a way to help with paying this debt back to Duane.
Sally Harris, 625 Spring St – Stated she agreed that AMGEN is a huge asset to this City; she’s sorry that Duane got put
into this position but she believes it’s illegal and unethical for the City to pay for this; this is unfortunate but there needs to
be another way to raise the money; don’t use City funds.
Reinette Senum – Stated there are special circumstances here; we’re not doing this for one Council Member; this event
was for the City.
Laurie Oberholtzer – Stated she doesn’t want the City to get in trouble by paying a City Council Member.
Consultant City Attorney DeGraw stated that you need to understand this is what I looked at and the Fair Political
Practices Commission looked at. This is not a personal obligation of Duane Strawser and it’s not paying Duane Strawser
back because he has no legal obligation to pay this. He paid it because as he stated, he had a moral obligation to do so.
We’re not reimbursing him, we’re making good on a commitment that was made by the City.
Furthermore, in response to Ms. Harris, she felt it was illegal and unethical. I feel it’s not that way at all. Anytime the City
takes a look at something and determines there’s a legitimate public purpose involved and making the expenditure and
that’s an expenditure they can vote to approve.
Public Comment - Closed
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Council Member Strawser stated that he will recuse himself though he doesn’t have to take his vote away but was advised
by an attorney that he should recuse.
Consultant City Attorney DeGraw stated that as long it’s not made as part of the budget process, a 4/5 vote is required to
approve.
Action: Motion by Evans, to direct Mark and Catrina to look at the Economic Development line items and see what kind
of help that we can make towards this debt that was incurred by the community to fund the AMGEN tour; Council Member
Bergman added – and to report back what possibilities there may be without a commitment at this point to spending
anything, just to identify in order to get this approved and if it’s not acceptable to Jennifer and Terri, than I second the
motion.
(ROLL CALL VOTE: AYES – Phelps, Bergman; NOES – Andersen, Ray; RECUSED – Strawser)
3. CONSENT ITEMS:
A. Subject: Records Retention Policy Management Guidelines
Recommendation: Pass Resolution 2015-36 approving the updated City Records Management Guidelines, Version
2006.
B. Subject: Notice of Completion for Nimrod Street Sewer Line Project
Recommendation: Pass Resolution 2015-37 approving a Notice of Completion for a sewer line replacement on Nimrod
Street and authorize Mayor to sign.
C. Subject: Nevada City Police Department Vehicle Replacement
Recommendation: Receive as information a quote and sale contract from Folsom Chevrolet for the purchase of a
replacement vehicle for the Nevada City Police Department.
D. Subject: Nevada City Supervisory Unit Amendment No. 1 - Cell Phone Allowance
Recommendation: Review and Approve
Action: Motion by Bergman, seconded by Strawser to approve Items A, B, C and D as presented.
(Approved 5 - 0)
4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A. Regular City Council Meeting – July 08, 2015
Action: Motion by Bergman, seconded by Phelps to approve July 8, 2015 minutes as amended.
(Approved 3 – 0, Abstain Strawser, Ray)
5. DEPARTMENT REQUESTED ACTION ITEMS AND UPDATE REPORTS:
A. Subject: Paid Sick Leave Policy Pursuant to AB 1522 for Part-time, Temporary and Seasonal Employees
Action: Motion by Strawser, seconded by Bergman to approve Resolution No. 2015-38 Adopting a Paid Sick Leave
Policy Pursuant to AB 1522 for Part-Time, Temporary and Seasonal Employees and Establishing the Accrual Method
known as AB 2245 and the Minimum Paid Sick Leave Usage Increment.
(Approved 5 – 0)
6. PUBLIC HEARING:
None
7. OLD BUSINESS:
None
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8. NEW BUSINESS:
A. Subject: Nevada City Farm to Table Street Closure Request
Action: Motion by Phelps, seconded by Bergman to authorize the “Farm to Table” street closure request per the
application presented with the terrazo lighting to be left hanging up, but turned off after the event until we have the lighting
discussion on the August 12th or August 26th City Council meeting.
(Approved 5 – 0)
B. Subject: Simplification and Modernization of Nevada City’s Business License Tax
Action: Motion by Phelps, seconded by Strawser to direct to staff to prepare for City Council consideration an ordinance,
subject to voter approval, to simplify and modernize the City’s business license tax.
(Approved 5 – 0)
9. CORRESPONDENCE:
None
10. ANNOUNCEMENTS:
National Night Out
11. CITY MANAGER’S REPORT:
- Fire Station 54 is operating at full staff.
12. ADJOURNMENT:
Action: Motion by Bergman, seconded by Phelps to adjourn – 8:17 PM
(Approved 5 – 0)

___________________________________
Jennifer Ray, Mayor
Attest:
___________________________________
Niel Locke, City Clerk

REPORT TO CITY COUNCIL
August 12, 2015

City of Nevada City
317 Broad Street
Nevada City, CA 95959
www.nevadacityca.gov

_____________________________________________________________________________________

TITLE: League of Women Voters Request for Use of Nevada City Council
Chambers
RECOMMENDATION: Provide direction to the City Manager.
CONTACT: Mark Prestwich, City Manager
BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION: The City received a letter dated July 28, 2015 from
Anne Dewitt, President of the League of Women Voters of Western Nevada County, a
nonpartisan political organization, requesting use of the City’s Beryl P. Robinson, Jr.
Council Chambers the first Friday of each month from noon to 1:00pm for their monthly
board meetings. The City has no recurring conflicts at this hour.
Pursuant to the City’s Use Guidelines for the City Council Chambers, staff is authorized
to make the room available for official City use, non-profit meetings related to City
business, and other governmental entities for public meetings and employee trainings.
Because the requested use falls outside the scope of staff-level authorization, use of the
Council Chambers for this purpose requires City Council authorization. Should the City
Council authorize the use of the Council Chambers for the League of Women Voters of
Western Nevada County monthly board meetings, it is recommended the City’s use
guidelines, standard insurance and waiver requirements apply.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: Not applicable.
FISCAL IMPACT: Not applicable.
ATTACHMENTS:
 July 28, 2015 Letter from Anne Dewitt, President, League of Women Voters of
Western Nevada City
 City of Nevada City Contract and Use Guidelines for use of City Facility Beryl P.
Robinson, Jr. Room (Council Chambers)
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City of Nevada City
317 Broad Street
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www.nevadacityca.gov

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

TITLE:

Public Hearing to Consider a 15-year Extension of the Current Development
Agreement between the City of Nevada City and Kenmawr-Nevada City LLC
and Nevada City Tech Center, LLC

RECOMMENDATION: Hold the public hearing and after consideration, adopt Ordinance 2015XX approving and extending the proposed 15-year extension of the current Development
Agreement, and authorize the Mayor to sign the final draft of the extended Agreement.
CONTACT: Cindy Siegfried, City Planner
BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION: The City originally entered into a Development Agreement
regarding the subject property with then owner Grass Valley Group on November 12, 1985. The
City Council, on December 11, 2000, approved an extension of that Development Agreement with
the new owner, Tektronix, Inc. for 15 years to January 9, 2016. The Development Agreement’s
policies, rules and regulations are currently valid and the current owners (Kenmawr-Nevada City
LLC and Nevada City Tech Center, LLC both wish to extend the Agreement; such extension will
continue to affect future build-out of the two properties.
The owners desire to continue development of a business park project, consisting of two
properties of approximately 400,000 square feet of light industrial space, and 20,000 square feet
of related facilities; each of these two parcel are entitled to 200,000 square feet of building space
and 10,000 square feet of related ancillary facility space. The project will continue to generate
jobs and revenue which, as previously found in entering into the Development Agreement and
extending it, will benefit the City and its residents.
The Planning Commission, at their meeting of July 16, 2015, held a public hearing and considered
an extension of the current Development Agreement by entering into a new proposed
Development Agreement between the City of Nevada City and the current owners (KenmawrNevada City, LLC and Nevada City Tech Center, LLC of two separate parcels located on
Providence Mine Road for a term of 15 years; said properties are commonly referred to as the
Nevada City Tech Center and the prior Textronix/Grass Valley Group site (containing 112 acres).
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: The proposed Development Agreement extension is
found to be consistent with prior Council findings regarding environmental review under the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), referencing the prior Environmental Impact Report
(SCH #8310717) and as found in the approved Agreement Exhibits.
FISCAL IMPACT: None
ATTACHMENTS: The proposed Development Agreement is attached; it contains minor changes
to the Agreement which reflect an updated land use map indicating the approved R3, R2 and R1

zone changes approved in 2011 and a clarification of the permitted uses associated with the
property’s Industrial/Employment Center zoning.
 Ordinance 2015-XX, Approving Extension of Development Agreement
 Proposed Development Agreement (original DA with strikeout)

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2015-XX
CITY OF NEVADA CITY
APPROVING AN EXTENSION OF
THE EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE CITY OF NEVADA CITY AND
KENMAWR-NEVADA CITY, LLC
AND CAMPUS PROPERTIES, LLC
OWNERS OF PROPERTY ON PROVIDENCE MINE ROAD

WHEREAS, the City Council held a public hearing at their meeting of August 12,
2015 to consider an extension of the current Development Agreement between the
City of Nevada City and Tektronix, Inc. entered into on December 22, 2000 for
another fifteen (15) years by entering into an agreement on similar terms with
Kenmawr-Nevada City, LLC and Nevada City Tech Center, LLC the current
owners of the subject property now consisting of two separate parcels (containing
approximately 112 acres) located on Providence Mine Road for a term of 15 years;
said properties are commonly referred to as the Nevada City Tech Center and the
prior Textronix/Grass Valley Group site.
The City originally entered into a Development Agreement regarding the subject
property with then owner Grass Valley Group on November 12, 1985. The City
Council, on December 11, 2000, approved an extension of that Development
Agreement for 15 years to January 9, 2016.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of Nevada
City as follows:
Section 1 Legislative Findings
1. The proposed Development Agreement extension is found to be consistent
with prior Council findings regarding environmental review under the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), referencing the prior
Environmental Impact Report (SCH #8310717) and as found in the
approved Agreement Exhibits, as found in Ordinance 2000-07, dated
December 11, 2000.
2. Further extension of Agreement will continue to affect future build-out of the
two properties as a business park project for light industrial use and related
facilities continuing to generate jobs and revenue which will benefit the City
and its residents.
3. The Planning Commission held a public hearing at their meeting of July16,
2015 and recommended the City Council approve the extension of the
Development Agreement for a 15-year period.

PASSED AND ADOPTED at a regular scheduled meeting of the City Council of
the City of Nevada City held this 12th day of August, 2015, by the following vote:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:

__________________________
Mayor
ATTEST: _________________________
Niel Locke, City Clerk
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________

TITLE:

Public Hearing to Consider Adoption of Proposed Amendments to the
Existing Nevada City Design Guidelines, Relative to Architectural Review

RECOMMENDATION: Hold the Public Hearing and after consideration, the Council can adopt
the proposed amendments to the Nevada City Design Guidelines as recommended by the
Planning Commission as submitted or with any modifications.
CONTACT: Cindy Siegfried, City Planner
BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION:
The Zoning Regulations in Chapter 17 of the Nevada City Municipal Code, including Chapter
17.68 (Historical District), contain mandatory requirements and development standards
applicable to development in Nevada City (exterior additions, remodels, new
construction). However, some portions of those Codes require compliance with certain wording
such as “…substantially conforming with the Mother Lode type of architecture…” and “…context
of the neighborhood…” making it up to the discretionary judgment of the Planning
Commission/Council in reviewing project proposals.
It is important to let property owners, architects, design professionals and contractors know
what is expected of them up front as they begin the City’s architectural review process by
providing suggestions and a helpful “guide” to assist them in designing projects more likely to
be approved as being compatible with the unique architectural and cultural qualities of Nevada
City. That is the purpose of adopting Design Guidelines. Such Guidelines also provide
guidance to City staff, the Architectural Review Committee, the Planning Commission, and the
City Council to ensure consistent review of projects.
Recognizing the need for such design guidelines to supplement Code requirements and
standards, a committee was formed some 20 years ago that drafted design guidelines which were
reviewed and approved at a City Council meeting on September 27, 1995 (copy attached). These
guidelines contained only text, were incomplete in certain regards, and have become dated with
the passage of time. In using the guidelines, it was determined that making them complete,
adding photographs and additional guidelines would assist with uniform review.
To that end and since at least 2013, the Planning Commission began the task of diligently
amending the guidelines by holding several workshops which resulted in recommending changes
and additions to the guidelines as well as paying special attention to inclusion of illustrations and
photographs to provide visual examples of desired design features.

The Planning Commission first directed its attention to the Signage portion of the Design
Guidelines as that seemed to be an area of immediate concern, especially in the Historical
Area. That portion was approved by the Planning Commission (April 19, 2012) and ultimately the
City Council on May 9, 2012.
Thereafter, staff directed its attention to reformatting, updating and supplementing the balance of
the Design Guidelines (adding several sections relative to site design, historical district discussion,
and restoration/renovation/demolition of buildings), again giving special attention to adding
illustrations and historical and current photographs to help the user visualize the points being
addressed in the text of the guidelines.
The Planning Commission completed their review and revisions at their meeting of July 16, 2015,
where, after holding a Public Hearing, it considered and unanimously recommended approval of
the updated Design Guidelines being presented in this report. The Commission understood and
assumed that this would be a living document, subject to modifications, revisions and updates in
the future as the need arises, but an extremely useful guide that would be desirable to adopt and
useful to the public and applicants.
UPDATED DESIGN GUIDELINES:

The amended guidelines include the following headings/discussion:
1. Introduction
2. Design Review Process
3. Neighborhood Context
4. Architectural Design Within Historical District
5. Architectural Design Outside Historical District
6. Design / Site Development Standards in all Residential Neighborhoods
7. Commercial, Office of Industrial Uses Adjacent to Residential Areas
8. Commercial, Industrial Office/Professional Areas Outside the Historical District
9. Restorations / Renovations / Demolitions
10. SIGNAGE (Already adopted and to be inserted later)
11. Appendices
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: None
FISCAL IMPACT: None
ATTACHMENTS:
 1995 Design Guidelines
 2015 Draft Amended Design Guidelines

DESIGN GUIDELINES
For
NEVADA CITY, CALIFORNIA
Adopted September, 1995
Revised ____, 2015

Nevada City, 1920
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Broad Street – 1920

Broad Street - 2014
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1.1

Historic Background of Nevada City

In 1849, the first year of the gold rush, nearly a quarter million people immigrated to California,
and nearly ten thousand explored the banks of Deer Creek that ran through Nevada City. Poor
men wanted to become rich; rich men wanted to become even richer. There were few women at
first, but soon Nevada City became a complete community, with children, families, schools,
churches, merchants...and visionaries who knew this town was being built for the future. Not a
boom town headed for certain ruin, but a real community, built to last.
The early tent town known as Nevada City, the product of a wild rush for riches, soon became
the most prominent city anywhere in the Mother Lode; for a time it was the third largest city in
the state.
Among the early pioneers of Nevada City were the four future United States senators...a justice
of the U.S. Supreme Court...a chief justice of the California State Supreme Court...two California
attorney generals...members of the State Assembly, State Senate, the House of Representatives in
Washington, D.C. and houses of commerce throughout the nation. They were the authors of
important state and federal legislation, including two amendments to the U.S. Constitution.
People who helped shape the birth of a new town also helped shape the future of a young state
and relatively young country.
Nevada City enjoyed several decades of a healthy mining and logging based economy.
The homes and commercial buildings- of different architectural shapes and sizes--were built by
people who traveled from all corners of the globe to join in the search for gold. People’s
backgrounds were as diverse as the buildings they occupied. This historic diversity is relied
upon when considering the present and future.

Hard Rock
Miners,
Nevada City,
1888
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1.2

Nevada City’s Philosophy

In July of 2008 the City Council adopted the City’s Mission Statement:
The City of Nevada City is dedicated to preserving and enhancing its small town
character and historical architecture while providing quality public services
for our current and future residents, businesses and visitors.
Nevada City’s neighborhoods are diverse, with a mixture of Victorian homes and miner’s
cabins equally preserved and equally important to the community-often in close proximityoccupying the same hillside. Wood-frame buildings stand beside impressive brick structures
throughout the historic downtown core.
In recent years, this historic foundation has been complemented by a comfortable mix of
recreation, creative arts and tourism, along with county, state and federal agencies and several
high-tech firms.
Over the years Nevada City has maintained a special look among Mother Lode towns. It has
also maintained a special spirit. Local citizens and city officials have implemented ordinances
and standards that assist in retaining much of the tradition and architecture, while balancing the
community's priceless history with the need for a thriving contemporary economy.
It is the City’s desire to balance the needs of the present and future against the heritage of the
past, which results in protecting the character of the town. It is important to continue the
philosophy that Nevada City will grow without being overly commercialized, overly
modernized or overly developed. By the same token, the community recognizes and accepts
positive changes that will enhance what is already here; changes that will continue both the
spirit and character of a truly special place.
The Planning Commission and staff hope these guidelines illustrate how the City views itself and
how ordinances and policies are applied to balance ownership rights with historic preservation
responsibilities; to balance a historic past with an unlimited future.

Nevada City Dairy
wagon in front of the
New York Hotel on
Broad Street, about
1900.

1.3

Purpose and Use of the Design Guidelines
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These Guidelines are intended to provide guidance in determining suitability and architectural
compatibility of proposed projects with preservation and promotion of the historic character of
Nevada City. They are not intended to be used as a technical manual for rehabilitating or
building structures in the City nor are they intended to dictate mandatory design features. They
are intended as a “guide” for property owners, design professionals, and contractors in proposing
projects, and for the City officials to consistently evaluate projects assuring that they are
sympathetic to and compatible with the unique architectural and cultural qualities of Nevada
City. All projects must conform to the development standards contained in the Nevada City
General Plan and Zoning Regulations. These Guidelines are intended to implement General Plan
policies adopted by Council Resolutions and to supplement Zoning Regulations and the
Development Performance Standards therein adopted by Ordinance, which shall prevail in the
event of any conflict.
These Design Guidelines will be used during the review of land use permit applications, namely
the Architectural Review Application process. The City Council, Planning Commission,
Advisory Review Committee, and City staff will refer to the Guidelines for direction and
evaluation of project design. The Guidelines implement the City’s General Plan and Zoning
Ordinance and encourage the preservation of neighborhoods, as well as historical buildings and
features. The Guidelines will provide guidance to the Planning Commission to ensure consistent
review of projects.
These Guidelines are applicable to the City’s Architectural Review Application Process. This
process is utilized with new construction, exterior alterations to existing buildings, restorations,
renovations and demolitions, and any other discretionary projects (public, commercial, industrial
and multi-family). A section is also devoted to projects within the City’s Historical District.
The Zoning Ordinance (Chapter 17 of the City’s Municipal Codes) contains several ordinances
relative to these Guidelines as listed below and available at City Hall or on the City’s website at
www.nevadacityca.gov
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Historical District Ordinance (Section 17.68.020)
Architectural Review Standards (Section 17.88.040)
Residential Development (Section 17.72.010)
Development Standards (Section 17.80)
Building Alteration and Renovation Standards (Municipal Code Chapter 15.12); these
standards are applicable to any exterior alteration of buildings in the Historical District or
pre-World War II buildings located outside the Historical District (buildings constructed
before 1942).
Worksheet prepared by the City Attorney which outlines the various standards associated
with exterior alterations, demolitions or building within the City. This worksheet is used
by the Planning Commission and is a helpful tool in determining the standards applicable
to projects inside or outside the Historical District, if a home was built prior to WWII
(before 1942), etc.
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2015

Broad
Street
2010
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2.0 DESIGN REVIEW PROCESS
2.1

Planning Commission Approvals

The Planning Commission sits as the Architectural Review Committee for exterior alterations
within the Historical District by the submittal of an Architectural Review Application. The
Planning Commission reviews applications proposing signage, alterations or additions to
buildings and new buildings, window replacement, color changes, and roof replacement.
For Architectural Review Applications requiring Planning Commission action, staff first
reviews the submitted applications for completeness. Once deemed complete, staff will
distribute the application to staff (City Engineer, Director of Public Works, Fire Chief, City
Attorney and City Manager) for comments and any conditions of approval. Staff then
schedules the matter for a Planning Commission hearing and a staff report is prepared and the
matter is heard by the Commission.
For larger projects which require environmental review, staff prepares or arranges for the
appropriate environmental document pursuant to CEQA (California Environmental Quality
Act) and schedules the matter before the Advisory Review Committee (ARC) which is
comprised of two Planning Commission members and staff. The ARC reviews the proposed
environmental document and the project (layout and design) and provides recommendations to
the Planning Commission.
Nevada City does not have a building inspector or department and therefore contracts with the
Nevada County Building Department for issuance of building permits (located at 950 Maidu
Avenue, Nevada City CA 95959). Before the County Building Department can issue a permit,
two City staff members (either City Planner, City Engineer or Director of Public Works) need
to provide sign-off approval on the plans to ensure compliance with any project approval
conditions. When required, the plans may need sign-off by the Fire Department staff.
City staff is available to meet to review the application process and welcomes the opportunity to
assist in processing applications efficiently. Applications are available at City Hall and online
at the City’s website at www.nevadacityca.gov (Planning Department)

City Hall
317 Broad Street
Nevada City CA
(Built 1937 and
remodeled in
2000)
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2.2 Staff Approvals
The following provides a list of projects that can usually be approved at staff level (most
applications require two staff signatures). The City Planner has the ability to forward any
application to the Planning Commission if it is determined the project may result in a
significant change to the architecture of the property or generates significant public
interest.


Roof replacement: Staff can approve like-for-like roof replacements with a Minor
Architectural Review Application (inside and outside the Historical District). The
Planning Commission is the body to review roof changes (not like-for-like) within
the Historical District.



Minor Additions. Staff can approve minor additions to homes (outside the
Historical District) if the materials match and the addition is less than 25% of the
existing conditioned living area of the residence.

 Interior Remodel. Staff can sign off on interior remodels (inside or outside the
Historical District) that do not affect major changes to the exterior of the
home/building such as window or door treatments.

2.3



Deck additions outside the Historical District can be approved by staff. Standard
decks are usually on the rear of homes; however ornate or larger decks can be
referred by the City Planner to the Planning Commission for review and approval.
The Commission approves decks within the Historical District.



Historic Building Code. The City can recommend implementation of the State
Historic Building Code to the Nevada County Building Official (with issuance of
building permits) which enables utilization of past building standards.

Appeals

Appeals of decisions can be made as follows:
1.
Appeals of Advisory Review Committee or City Staff decisions may be made to the
Planning Commission.
2.
Appeals of Planning Commission decisions may be appealed to the City Council.
Appeals shall be made in writing and submitted to the City Clerk within 15 days of the decisions
and include information and reasoning as to why the appeal is necessary.

2.4

Permit Time Limits

Project permits approved outside the Historical District must be utilized within two years of City
approval. The Planning Commission may grant an extension of time of the permit for one year at
a time but not to exceed five years total from the original approval date. Projects approved
within the Historical District shall expire one year after issuance (See Section 17.68.160)
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3.0

NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT

Because Nevada City’s neighborhoods are diverse with a mixture of styles and vintages, design
compatibility must take into account the context of the neighborhood to determine whether the
new project will “fit in.”
The Zoning Ordinance states “the Planning Commission shall review each application on its
own merit and in the context of the neighborhood of the project. For example, plywood siding
might be acceptable in an area of modern, similar homes, but not in a neighborhood of old
Victorian homes. In new projects, where no existing neighborhood sets the tone of the
architectural style, the architecture shall be reviewed for general compatibility with Nevada
City’s style of architecture.”
“Context of the neighborhood” may be defined as those elements such as age and size of
homes, lot size and setbacks, which in aggregate create a particular personality, or
character of a neighborhood.
Along with the setbacks and architectural style, the following are all features to be analyzed
when considering the context of the neighborhood:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Materials
Proportion
Height
Mass
Scale
Topography

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Orientation
Views
Usage
Landscaping
Solar opportunities
Location of the site

The square footage of the project should conform to the square footage of the majority of houses
in the area and care should be taken that the view of adjacent properties not be restricted. The
dominant residences in the neighborhood should be noted with the purpose of ensuring that a
new structure will not be so imposing, either due to its size of obtrusive lot position (top of hill or
corner) as to diminish the stature of historic homes.
When evaluating a neighborhood, it is useful to consider its history. The natural flora as well as
trees and vegetation imported by the miners during the Gold Rush era is as distinctive as the
homes and should be considered as part of the feel or ambiance of a neighborhood.
Over the years, as the City expanded, more “modern” neighborhoods developed. The Steger
Tract (Clay Street, Turpentine) was built in the 1970’s and is an example of a uniform
subdivision characterized by ranch style homes on lots of mostly equal size. The multiple family
unit project, call Co-Housing, located on West Broad Street was built in early 2000. Scattered
throughout the city limits are “mixed” neighborhoods with homes that range from Victorian to
ranch to stucco cottage.
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New applications are reviewed with the question “will the project appear as though it’s it was
always a part of the neighborhood?” Below are photos of the varying neighborhoods in
Nevada City:

Co-Housing, West Broad Street, 2015

Main Street, 2015
13

4.0

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN WITHIN HISTORICAL
DISTRICT

4.1

History of Historical District

Buildings in downtown Nevada City in the 19th century slowly evolved from canvas tents to
logs to wood-frame to stone and brick. Each time there was a major fire in town - and there
were several in the 1850's and 60's - the architecture and building materials would change. As a
result, the downtown business area - now the core of the designated Historical District developed a mixed use of materials and styles, and with it a unique architectural mix that we
strive to respect and protect.

A pioneer sawmill near
Nevada City
(Circa 1880)

During the 1950's and 60's, mining and lumbering became less significant as factors in local
commerce. In addition, Interstate 80 was constructed over the Sierra. With fewer jobs for local
residents, and a reduction in tourist-related automobile traffic resulting from the all-weather
interstate to the south, Nevada City faced some difficult economic times. If the city was to
survive as a municipality, and preserve an incorporation that dated back to the gold rush, it was
necessary to make some significant changes.

Broad Street
1857
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Recognizing that Nevada City's greatest assets were its historic past, unique setting, and
impressive inventory of 19th century buildings, community leaders decided to plan for the future
with an eye on the past.

Broad Street, 1890

In 1968, the City Council and Planning Commission created and approved Ordinance 338 -now known as the Nevada City Historical Ordinance. The document served as the nexus to lead
the town through a decade of major renovation and restoration. In 1972, utilities were
undergrounded, gaslights were installed, neon signs were removed, new signs went up and
Nevada City became the envy of every other gold rush community in the Mother Lode region.
The City proved that a well-planned face-lift was not only possible, but also necessary.
Below is a photograph of Broad Street, Nevada City in 1960 and one taken in 2010.

Broad St., 1960

Broad St., 2010

While the historical ordinance has undergone some minor adjustments since its adoption in
1968, the essence of the original plan remains intact. From the beginning, the City recognized
that the historic character and distinctive architecture of many buildings - and the historic
district as a whole - warranted special protection.

15

Looking up Broad Street, approx. 1965

Looking up Broad Street, 2015
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By implementing the Historical Ordinance, and proceeding with a downtown betterment project
that eventually brought over $10 million in grant funds to the City, community leaders were
affirming their belief that downtown was of great historic significance and was worth
preserving. In fact, such preservation was essential to the town's economic and cultural stability.
The City Council and Planning Commission noted that to permit a departure from the
established type of architecture in the construction of new buildings or in the alteration of
existing buildings within the Historical District, or to permit the uncontrolled use of advertising
signs, would be detrimental and would tend to depreciate the value of all property within the
district.
The special character or special historical or aesthetic value of downtown buildings required
protective measures to ensure that future generations would be able to enjoy the unique design
features that make up what is referred to as Mother Lode type architecture.
Several buildings were designated by the City Council as having features reflecting typical
architectural styles of the 1849-to-1900 period. Those buildings served as the foundation for
renovation of the downtown area.
In stating the purpose of the Historical Ordinance enacted in 1968 (codified in the City Zoning
Regulations as Section 17.68.020) the city council declared that the historic downtown area
designated was ‘…one of great historical interest and aesthetic value [containing] many places
and buildings which are important historical exhibits and unique architectural specimens…’,
listing 19 examples of places and buildings that ‘…are symbolic of the city’s historical past as a
mining town during the days of the California gold rush and thereafter.’ Below are photographs
of those buildings (larger photographs of designated buildings are available for review at City
Hall).

1.

The Plaza
101 Broad St

2. Ott's Assay Office
132 Main St
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3. Methodist Church
433Broad St

4.

Trinity Episcopal
226 Nevada St

7.

New York Hotel
408/410 Broad St

10. 244 Commercial St

5. St Canice Catholic Church
317 Washington St

6.

Baptist Church
300 Main St

8. 314 Broad Street
9. 301 Broad St

11. Old Chinese Laundry
312 Commercial St
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12. National Hotel
211 Broad St

13. Firehouse No. 1
214 Main St

16. Masonic Bldg
110 No. Pine St

14. Firehouse No. 2
422 Broad

17. Searls Bldg
214 Church St

15. Nevada Theatre
401 Broad St

18. The Red Castle
107 Prospect St

19. The Old Brewery, 107 Sacramento St
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In explaining the need for the Historical Ordinance, after designating the exemplary places and
buildings, the ordinance continues: ‘The historic character and distinctive architecture of such
places and buildings, and of the historic district as a whole, have attracted tourists and visitors
to the city in great numbers, thereby augmenting the economy and general welfare of the city
and its inhabitants. The preservation of such places and buildings, and of the architectural
appearance of the surrounding properties within the district, is essential to the economic and
cultural life of the city. To permit a departure from the established type of architecture in the
construction of new buildings or in the alteration of existing buildings within the district, and to
permit the uncontrolled use of advertising signs therein, would be detrimental to the historical
places and buildings and would tend to depreciate the values of all properties within the district.
In order to promote the public health, safety and general welfare, it is necessary pursuant to
Section 37361 of the California Government Code, to provide for such places and buildings
having a special character or special historical or aesthetic interest or value, special conditions
and regulations for their protection, enhancement and perpetuation, and to provide appropriate
and reasonable control of the appearance of neighboring property within public view.’
It is a mixture of different but compatible architecture and signage that has evolved over the
years that contributes to the historic character and distinctive architecture within the historic
district of Nevada City. Once the ordinance was in place, alterations or new construction within
the Historical District had to conform to Mother Lode style architecture as detailed in the Zoning
Ordinance.

Nevada City
Historical
District Map
(reduced and
not to scale)
Copy of
this map can
be found in
the appendix)
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1898 Sanborn Map
of Broad Street and
location of picture
below

1626_001.pdf

Broad Street –1900 (Below Pine Street)
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A. Residential Projects within Historical District
City zoning regulations require a permit for construction or alteration of the exterior appearance
of any building, including residences, within the Historical District (or contiguous to the streets
and alleys of the Historical District, even when across the street), be processed with submittal of
an Architectural Review application to be considered and acted upon by the Advisory Review
Committee and/or the Planning Commission to assure that the proposed work will be in strict
keeping with the Mother Lode era. The ‘Mother Lode’ type of architecture within the Historical
District that gives Nevada City its unique character is defined as ‘…that type of architecture
generally used in the Mother Lode region of the state of California during the period from 1849
and 1900 and which are exemplified in Nevada City [by the buildings depicted on pages 17, 18
and 19 of these guidelines.’ The goal of architectural review for the permit is to preserve the
character of Nevada City architecture in terms of historical value, site coverage and planning,
volume and massing, general design and materials. These Guidelines include many historic and
current photos illustrating the Mother Lode type of architecture Nevada City wants to preserve
and protect. The City Planner can also assist in providing guidance and oversight of the permit
application.
Materials – General Guidelines
The historic exterior features of a building should be retained and preserved. Distinctive
materials, components, finishes, and examples of craftsmanship should be retained and
preserved. Owners are encouraged to reproduce missing historic elements that were original to
the building, but have been removed. Physical or photographic evidence should be used to
substantiate the reproduction of missing features.
Deteriorated or damaged historic features and elements shall be repaired rather than replaced,
wherever possible. Where the severity of deterioration or existence of structural or material
defects requires replacement, the feature or element should match the original in composition,
design, color, dimension, texture, material, and finish, and other visual qualities
Each site should be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Owners are
discouraged from introducing architectural elements or details that visually modify or alter the
original building design when no evidence of such elements or details exists.
New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic
materials or features that characterize the site or building.
Applicants are encouraged to submit samples of building materials (windows, siding, roofing,
etc. when possible) for the Planning Commission’s review.
State Historical Building Code
The State Historical Building Code, established in 1975, and part of the California Building
Code helps to “facilitate the preservation and continuing use of qualified historical buildings or
properties while providing reasonable safety for the building occupants and access for persons
with disabilities.” Nevada City’s Historical District, being listed on a qualified National
Register of Historic Places, qualifies for recommendation to utilize such Code.
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The Planning Commission, when reviewing projects within the Historical District, can
recommend to the Nevada County Building Official that certain architectural features that do not
meet current building code be permitted under the Historical Building Code. For example,
railing heights are currently 42” but were 36” or lower in the past. The Commission’s
recommendation to retain that historic railing height can be reviewed by the Building Official for
compliance with safety issues. Another example of using the Historical Building Code involves
retention of window design and dimensions on older buildings
Features typical of Mother Lode era architecture such as:
 Roof Pitches. Main roofs steeply peaked (6:12 to 12:12 pitch) with overhangs and
gable ends are typical. Hipped roofs in the appropriate architectural context are
allowed. (Victorian homes were often very vertical in appearance and the
relationship of the size of the house to the roof should be considered).

6:12


8:12

8:12 with gabled dormer

Siding for Existing Home and other Structures. Painted wood horizontal siding,
board and batten are encouraged. Cement fiber board, vinyl siding, and other
synthetic siding (such as T-111 siding) is discouraged in older neighborhoods
particularly when the neighborhood is in close proximity to pre-1942 homes or if
the home itself is pre-1942 or exhibits a style which is not complemented by these
types of siding.

 Materials, New Homes. Materials on new homes and other structures will be
reviewed against the context of the neighborhood. If modern materials are used,
they should match historic materials in appearance.


Materials, Older Homes. Alterations to older homes should match existing, historic
materials. Synthetic materials with no historic basis are discouraged on both
existing older home additions and renovations.

Broad Street
Home restored
in 2011/12
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 Trim, railings, and details should have a historic basis and fit the style of the
existing home or new structure.
 Roofing material. Asphalt shingles and metal roofing in muted non-glare colors
such as tans, blacks, browns, and greens have historically been approved on new
homes and additions. The use of corrugated metal has also been approved.
 Solar Panels/Skylights. New roof features should be visually minimized when
viewed from the primary public right-of-way
 Exterior Colors. Historical colors are encouraged for commercial and residential
buildings in the Historical District. Samples of such colors are available at City
Hall. City staff can approve like-for-like color repainting; however changes in
colors require Commission approval.


Covered porches and entries. Such entries and porches usually have lower roof
pitches than the main roof.

Covered Porch, Sacramento Street
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 Windows. Typical windows include multi-pane, vertical, and bay windows. Wood
windows and true divided lights are generally required of additions, renovations and
newly constructed homes in older neighborhoods though existing window types may
be duplicated.

Bay Window, Broad Street

Multi-paned windows, Broad Street
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Discussion on Wood Windows
The Design Guidelines have, in the past, preferred the use of historically correct wood
windows. The design of windows is continuously evolving as they become more efficient and
maintenance free. Wood windows require maintenance throughout their life time, mainly
painting. Because of these maintenance issues, the wood window is not as popular as the
same window with “cladding” on the wood exposed to the weather. The cladding replaces the
layers of paint on the wood window. The cladding can be several materials with aluminum and
vinyl being the most popular. The cladding protects the wood and usually never needs painting.
This is good for the homeowner and the environment.
There are two important points to be made. First, this discussion is not relative to a vinyl or
aluminum window but is for discussion of a clad wood window. It is difficult to make a solid vinyl
or aluminum window match the proportions of the true wood window. Secondly, referring to the
two images below of an actual wood window and the same window with white colored cladding,
it is easy to see that the proportions and dimensions as basically identical.
There also are windows made from fiberglass for strength and low maintenance. The Planning
Commission will consider the fact that if the windows have the same proportions of a wood
window, they can possibly be considered as meeting the Cityʼs requirements.

Wood Clad Window

Vinyl Clad Window
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B. Commercial Projects within the Historical District
City zoning regulations also require a permit with architectural review for erection or exterior
alteration of any commercial building or structure and no structure within or adjacent to the
Historical District may be removed, demolished or razed without prior approval of a permit for
such work as compatible with the architecture within the downtown Historical District.
Generally, that architecture involves the use of wood and brick as primary materials, and is
generally characterized by such design features as gabled or shed roofs, tall and narrow windows
and doors, dormer windows, iron or wooden shutters, balconies, wooden awning and ornamental
scroll work. The determination of whether a building conforms with the Mother Lode type of
architecture shall include all factors which affect the external appearance of the building
including architectural elevations, building materials, colors, finish, lighting, ornamental
devices, and signs. Below are examples of these materials.
Applicants are encouraged to submit samples of building materials (windows, siding, roofing,
etc. when possible) for the Planning Commission’s review
Siding:

Wood (Spring St)

Wood, Brick (Spring St)

Roofs:
Parapet:
Eave:
Canopy:

Broad Street

Metal Roofing (Miners Foundry)
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Wall to protect roof
Lower border of roof that
overhangs the wall
Roof-like ornamental
architectural structure

Brick / Stone Accents:

North Pine & Commercial Streets

Commercial Street

Details: Awnings/Shutters/ Balconies

Commercial Street

Main Street

Commercial Street Boardwalk
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State Historical Building Code
The State Historical Building Code, established in 1975, and part of the California Building
Code helps to “facilitate the preservation and continuing use of qualified historical buildings or
properties while providing reasonable safety for the building occupants and access for persons
with disabilities.” Nevada City’s Historical District, being listed on a qualified National
Register of Historic Places, qualifies for recommendation to utilize such Code.
The Planning Commission, when reviewing projects within the Historical District, can
recommend to the Nevada County Building Official that certain architectural features that do not
meet current building code be permitted under the Historical Building Code. For example,
railing heights are currently 42” but were 36” or lower in the past. The Commission’s
recommendation to retain that historic railing height can be reviewed by the Building Official for
compliance with safety issues. Another example of using the Historical Building Code involves
retention of window design and dimensions on older buildings.
The City’s Zoning Ordinance, Historical District, acknowledges the following buildings as
referenced in the definition of Mother Lode type of architecture (Section 17.68.030).

232 and 232 ½ Commercial Street

218 Broad Street

310 Broad Street
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Two Examples of Remodels within Historical District
1. This project involves the remodel of a 1960’s metal building and incorporated materials
and design of Mother Lode era materials, being wood, brick and metal.

201 Commercial Street - 1960

Remodel in 2014

2. Likewise, the following pictures are of a remodel of a historical building, known as the
Powell House. This building was constructed in about 1865 used as a soda works
bottling company, was a Baptist church and used for residential units by E. T. R. Powell.
In 2012 the owner remodeled the building by converting the basement to conditioned
living area containing three 500-square foot apartments; the main floor is commercial
use and the upper floor has two 800-square foot apartments.

5

2015
1965

2015
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C. Exterior Lighting within Historical District
The dependence on gaslights as the primary downtown illumination, combined with indirect
lighting for business signs, creates a look and feel that separates Nevada City from other
communities. Good lighting uses only the amount of light needed for the intended task,
whether illuminating a parking area, pedestrian walkway, signage, security or to highlight
specific architectural features.

Gas lights installed in 1972

If lighting is desired in addition to that provided by the gaslights, the proposed lighting and
fixtures should be included in the permit application for the building construction or exterior
alteration or in the sign application, noting that the proposed fixtures and illumination level
should be compatible with the Mother Lode era, complementing and not detracting from that
appearance.
Exterior light fixtures should strengthen the character of the downtown and provide safety for
the public. Fixtures should be compatible with the building’s style, period and materials
Neon lighting is not permitted (other than that located within a business and not designed to be
visible from the exterior). Internal lighting that is visible from the street and would detract from
the character of the Historical District is discouraged.
Temporary holiday lighting on buildings is permitted from November 15 to January 15 (City Council
Resolution 2014-44) which in part states: “To enhance the architecture of the buildings, outlining of
buildings shall be permitted in straight lines. The permitted exterior architectural features of a building
to be outlined by lights shall be the roofline edge and any shed roof edges.”
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Examples of lighting on commercial buildings in the downtown area are below:

EXAMPLES OF LIGHTING IN THE HISTORICAL DISTRICT

Union Street building lighting

Union St. Enlargement

Commercial Street Building

Commercial St Enlargement
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120 Bridge Street, KVMR/Theatre Bldg

KVMR Lighting Enlargement

300 Broad Street

Broad St. Enlargement

Broad Street -1920
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D.

MAP OF HISTORICAL DISTRICT INDICATING LOTS THAT
BORDER/BOUND HISTORICAL DISTRICT (subject to same
standards)

The map below is an excerpt from the City Official Map indicating the boundaries of the
Historical District. The Zoning Ordinance Section 17.68.060 states that no buildings of special
historical interest or value, or of the Mother Lode type of architecture, situated within the
Historical District and “fronting upon bay of the streets or alleys within or bounding said
district,” shall be torn down, demolished or removed, unless such building is or becomes so
dilapidated…”. Further, Section 17.68.070 states that all buildings which are constructed or
altered as to their experience appearance, situated within the Historical District and “fronting
upon the streets or alleys within or bounding said district, shall as to their exterior
appearance within public view substantially conform with the Mother Lode type of architecture.
The map has been highlighted in yellow which delineate those properties that border or bound
the Historical District and therefore would need to conform to the above referenced sections.
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5.0

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW OUTSIDE THE
HISTORICAL DISTRICT

5.1

Existing Residential Neighborhoods

Outside the Historical District, in recognition of the diversity of architectural styles that
developed in Nevada City and contribute to its character, the City zoning regulations also define
as being important to Nevada City and require permits to protect those homes and neighborhoods
that are known as being of the pre-World War II era, i.e. pre-1942. Architectural review permits
are required for construction or renovation of all buildings and structures in existing
neighborhoods – including new construction of or additions to residences or outbuildings;
alteration of the exterior appearance; and any removal, demolition or razing and replacing of any
part of any such building or structure – to make sure that such projects conform to the ‘context of
the neighborhood’ and are generally compatible with the style of architecture therein respecting
changes that over time may have acquired significance in their own right.
Distinctive stylistic features and examples of skilled craftsmanship of both Mother Lode and preWW II buildings and structures should be treated with sensitivity. Removal or alteration of
historical material or distinctive features should be avoided wherever possible and distinguishing
original qualities or character of the building, structure or site and environment should not be
destroyed. Alterations to older homes should match the existing style, materials and details.
Synthetic materials are discouraged. Like-for-like replacements and repairs are recommended.
New projects, additions to homes and renovations, as well as construction of new outbuildings,
must be generally compatible with Nevada City’s style of architecture. Such projects should
conform to the “context of the neighborhood” previously discussed in these Guidelines
Nevada City Architecture or Mother Lode type of architecture is defined as “that type of
architecture generally used in the Mother Lode region of the state of California during the period
from 1849 and 1900. Such type of architecture involves the use of wood and brick as primary
materials, and is generally characterized by such design features, among others, as gabled or
shed roofs, tall and narrow windows and doors, dormer windows, iron or wooden shutters,
balconies, wooden awnings and ornamental scroll work.
The determination of whether a building conforms with the Mother Lode type of architecture
shall include all factors which affect the external appearance of the building, including, without
limitation, architectural elevations, building materials, colors, finish, lighting, ornamental
devices and signs.
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Features typical of Mother Lode era architecture such as:
 Roof Pitches. Main roofs steeply peaked (6:12 to 12:12) with overhangs and gable
ends.
Hipped roofs in the appropriate architectural context are allowed. (Victorian homes
were often very vertical in appearance and the relationship of the size of the house
to the roof should be considered).

6:12 pitch

8:12 pitch

8:12 with gabled dormer

Roof Pitch and Height Limit
The Zoning Ordinance provides the height limit for the various zoning districts, with
the residential zones having a height limit of 35 feet. The following heights are
recommended:
Roof Pitch

Stories

Height Limit

12:12

1

28'

12:12

2

35'

6:12

1

20'

6:12

2

28'

Front, rear and side elevations should be similar in height and size to surrounding
homes



Siding for Existing Homes. Painted wood horizontal siding, board and batten.
Cement fiber board, vinyl siding, and other synthetic siding (such as T-111 siding)
is discouraged in older neighborhoods particularly when the neighborhood is in
close proximity to pre-1942 homes or if the home itself is pre-1942 or exhibits a
style which is not complemented by these types of siding.

 Materials, New Homes. Materials on new homes will be reviewed against the
context of the neighborhood. If modern materials are used, they should match
historic materials in appearance.
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Materials, Older Homes and Structures. Alterations to older homes and structures
should match existing, historic materials. Synthetic materials with no historic basis
are discouraged on both existing older home additions and renovations. Removal or
alteration of any historic material or distinctive architectural features should be
avoided when possible



Covered porches and entries. Such entries and porches usually have shallower roof
slopes.

Zion Street
4-plex

 Trim, railings, and details should have a historic basis and fit the style of the
existing home or new structure.
 Roofing material. Asphalt shingles and metal roofing in muted non-glare colors
such as tans, blacks, browns, and greens have historically been approved on new
homes and additions. The use of corrugated metal has also been approved.
 Exterior Colors. There is no color review or approval required for change in colors
of a home outside the Historical District. However, the following guidelines are
recommended:
 Select colors that are similar to the tones found in the area and on adjacent
buildings
 Muted, soft colors on large wall expanses are encouraged
 The use of bright, modern colors and intense white color are discouraged.
 Use subdued colors as the primary color and brighter, contrasting trim when
appropriate
 Incorporate the color from primary building materials, such as stone, brick and
hardwood, as the base colors for new development
37

Alexander St



Windows. Typical windows include multi-pane, vertical, and bay windows.
Wood windows and true divided lights are generally required of additions,
renovations and newly constructed homes in older neighborhoods though
existing window types may be duplicated.

Bay Window
Sacramento St
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Discussion on Wood Windows
The Design Guidelines have, in the past, preferred the use of historically correct wood
windows. The design of windows is continuously evolving as they become more efficient and
maintenance free. Wood windows require maintenance throughout their life time, mainly
painting. Because of these maintenance issues, the wood window is not as popular as the
same window with “cladding” on the wood exposed to the weather. The cladding replaces the
layers of paint on the wood window. The cladding can be several materials with aluminum and
vinyl being the most popular. The cladding protects the wood and usually never needs painting.
This is good for the homeowner and the environment.
There are two important points to be made. First, this discussion is not relative to a vinyl or
aluminum window but is for discussion of a clad wood window. It is difficult to make a solid vinyl
or aluminum window match the proportions of the true wood window. Secondly, referring to the
two images below of an actual wood window and the same window with white colored cladding,
it is easy to see that the proportions and dimensions as basically identical.
There also are windows made from fiberglass for strength and low maintenance. The Planning
Commission will consider the fact that if the windows have the same proportions of a wood
window, they can possibly be considered as meeting the Cityʼs requirements.

Wood Clad Window

Vinyl Clad Window
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Below are photograph of homes that meet the definition of “Mother
Lode Architecture” (Classic 19th Century)

Miner’s Cabin on Cabin Street
Miners C

Victorian on Prospect Street
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Below are examples of pre-WW II homes 20th Century to 1942

North Pine Street, about 1935

Adams Street, about 1930

Coyote Street, about 1938
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Below are examples of 1940’s to 1970’s homes

Brock Road, about
1948

Gold Tunnel Road, 1950’s

Lindley Avenue, about 1960
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Turpentine Drive, 1970 (part of Steger Tract Subdivision)

Below are a ‘before and after’ photograph of a renovation consistent
with Mother Lode Architecture.

Before (2000)

After (2014)

This home on Sacramento Street, built in 1891, was granted approval to remodel the home by adding
conditioned living space to the attic area of the home. The home contains 1,348 sq ft and the project
added 1,082 sq ft of conditioned area. Interior work to the home was done and like-for-like windows
were replaced. The new conditioned area became living space and the roof was raised by 4 feet. New
dormers and windows were added to this area and materials matched those of the existing home and
those in the immediate area. Railings and steps were replaced.
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.

Winter Street, new home built in
1990 (replacing original due to
fire)

Additions. Nevada City is concerned about retaining a mix of housing sizes for affordable
housing and historic preservation. As a result, major additions should not overwhelm the original
structure. The integrity of the original structure should be retained. Additions to homes that are
greater than 25% of the floor area are considered by the Planning Commission. Additions less
than 25% with materials matching the home can be approved by staff; however the City Planner
always has the ability to send an application to the Planning Commission for approval.

436 Washington Street – 25% addition to west side of home by
extending kitchen and adding bay window (2013)
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Garages and Accessory Structures, Second Dwelling Units
Accessory building means a “detached subordinate building located on the same premises as the
main building or buildings, the use of which is customarily incidental to that of the main building
or to the use of the land. Said accessory building shall not be used as sleeping or housekeeping
quarters.” However, the City’s second dwelling unit ordinance does encourage second dwelling
units above new garages.
Accessory buildings such as guest houses, garages, barns, and workshops should be designed to
fit the character of the neighborhood and with adherence to all of the appropriate guidelines in
this section. Accessory structures should complement the main building’s architecture (design,
materials, color, etc.).
Existing accessory structures often contribute to the significance of the property and should be
retained. Repair and restoration of such structures is desired rather than removal. If the structure
is pre-WWII or of special historic or architectural value, it will not be permitted to be
demolished without approval of a Demolition Permit which requires a finding by the Planning
Commission that the building cannot be reasonably repaired or restored. (See Attach #11.2)
Accessory buildings can be detached from the main residence or attached (or may be connected
by a breezeway). Accessory buildings need to comply with all requirements as the main
residence including setbacks and undergo architectural review by the Planning Commission.
Exceptions to setbacks and design review are small accessory structures (such as tool sheds) that
are less than 160 square feet in size; such structures are placed in the rear half of the lot and
cannot exceed 30% of the rear yard area. Staff can assist with the placement of such structures
to ensure compliance with the zoning ordinance.
Garage patterns in the existing neighborhood should be respected. For example, if rear detached
garages are the norm, it is a good idea for any new garages to follow that form. Where single
garage doors are common, new two car garages should use two similar doors instead of one
larger double door. Regardless, the garage should not be the dominant feature of a front
elevation.

Garage behind home – Clay Street

Garage, Alexander Street
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Second Dwelling Units
The City adopted Ordinance 2008-14, finding that such dwelling units are an important form of
housing that contributes to the character and diversity of housing opportunities in Nevada City.
Such a unit is defined as an attached (640 square feet maximum) or detached unit (800 square
feet) that is smaller and secondary to the main residence. Second dwelling units can also be
constructed above a new garage (640 square feet maximum). A use permit can be submitted by
the owner to the Planning Commission for any deviation in unit size.
Second dwelling units are permitted in all zoning districts that allow single family dwellings as a
permitted use. The City encourages residential second dwelling units and has imported standards
that enable homeowners to create such units to be compatible, as much as possible, with the
neighborhood.
Second dwelling units are approved at staff level by the City Planner with submittal of an
application, site plan and any required fees. Units are subject to standards such as:
1. Must meet building and fire codes
2. Payment of public water and sewer fees, along with AB1600 Mitigation Fees (can be
waived with a 30-year deed restriction ensuring affordable rent at “low” or “very low”
income levels as established by the State of California.
3. Each unit shall have one spate off street parking space (in addition to two spaces required
for main residence).
4. One of the residences shall be occupied by the owner of the property.
5. Lot coverage of all buildings cannot exceed 50 percent.
6. Materials, colors and architecture shall be similar to the primary unit.
7. Lighting shall not spill onto neighboring lots.
8. Entrances shall be screened from neighboring properties.
:

American Hill Rd. - 2nd unit under construction
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Chief Kelly Dr. - 2nd unit above garage

5.2 New Residential Neighborhoods
New homes in new subdivisions or previously undeveloped neighborhoods must exhibit high
quality design which is compatible and sympathetic to Nevada City's Mother Lode architecture
incorporating traditional materials, building lines, features, and landscaping wherever possible.
For example:
Features typical of Mother Lode era architecture:


Roofs may vary in their design and detailing which is more flexible than the review
standard in older neighborhoods, but they should be steeply pitched (6:12 to 12:12).



Wall material - Siding on new homes in new neighborhoods should be high quality
and at least reminiscent of traditional materials. Painted siding, cement fiber siding,
shingles, and traditionally surfaced stucco are examples or preferred materials
though it must be reviewed for furthering the intent of achieving a continuation of
Mother Lode architecture. T-111 type siding, vinyl, and other synthetic siding are
strongly discouraged.



Covered porches and entries should be used wherever possible to continue a Nevada
City architectural tradition.



Windows should match the style of the house. Multi-pane, vertical, and bay
windows are encouraged with variations to fit the style of the house.



Trim, railing, and details should fit the style of the new house. The intent should be
to add texture, shadowing, contrast, and interest which are reminiscent of the City's
older homes.



Roofing material such as treated wood shingles, asphalt shingles, and metal roofing
in muted non-glare colors such as tans, blacks, browns, greens and grays are desired.



Colors. Colors are not reviewed outside the Historic District. However, the
following guidelines are recommended:


Select colors that are similar to the tones found in the area and on adjacent
buildings



Muted, soft colors on large wall expanses are encouraged



The use of bright, modern colors and intense white color are discouraged.



Use subdued colors as the primary color and brighter, contrasting trim when
appropriate



Incorporate the color from primary building materials, such as stone, brick and
hardwood, as the base colors for new development
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Approved Elevations for varied housing styles within a subdivision off Gracie Road

Lost Hill Drive
Residences
(subdivision approved
in 2000)

Nevada City Cottages,
multi- family project
built in 2005
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6.0

DESIGN / SITE DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS IN ALL
RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS

Development of properties, residential or commercial, inside or outside the Historical District,
or with any land divisions, require compliance with site development standards included in the
zoning ordinance (Chapter 17.80) such as driveway construction, avoidance of any constraints
on the property such as water courses and steep slopes while ensuring natural areas are
enhanced and preserved. Below are a list of the various topics that will be reviewed with
project applications with the goal being development that minimizes the impact on the natural
environment and the character of the area. Please consult with the City Planner for assistance
and direction on all applicable development standards.

6.1

Site Planning / Site Constraints

The position of buildings on the site and overall site coverage must also fit in with the
neighborhood and particularly adjacent structures. City front yard, side yard and rear yard
setback requirements apply to all projects. Site constraints and natural features such as rock
outcroppings, steep slopes, stream zones and drainages, as well as existing trees and important
vegetation shall be delineated on site plans and often preserved. Building orientation and
alignment should be in context with the neighborhood.
City staff will request plans be submitted with sufficient detail to determine any constraints of
the lot, including a topographical survey.

6.2

Watercourses

Watercourses on properties are environmental resources and are to be protected from
development and setbacks are required as follows:
1.
2.

6.3

Seasonal Stream – no closer than 25 feet from the centerline of the swale
Perennial (year-round) stream – 100 feet from the centerline of the stream

Steep Slopes

The Zoning Ordinance does not permit any development of any type, including any dwelling,
accessory building, roadway, or parking area, permitted on any land where the cross slope
exceeds 30% (thirty percent), unless a variance is approved.
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Site Plan
Example
(New
garage
Nimrod
Street)

6.4

Volume, Scale, Massing

The mass and scale of new structures and additions should be reviewed within the context of
the neighborhood; structures should be located on a site in a way that follows the predominant
pattern of buildings along the street, maintaining traditional setbacks, orientation of entrances,
and alignment along the street.
Prominence of new structures and additions within older neighborhoods is not desirable. Mass
and scale of new structures and additions which would detract from important architecture is
also not desirable. To determine if this is the case, the following questions should be asked:


Is the proposed structure taller than those surrounding it and in close proximity to
it?
 Is the proposed structure closer to the street than others in the surrounding
neighborhood?
 Is the mass of the structure proposed greater than those surrounding it or greater in
lot coverage and volume ratio and in close proximity?
• Will it block views from existing homes or businesses?
 Does it complement the predominant architecture of the primary structures?

To determine the height and roofline of a new building, the Planning Commission will often
request that the height of a home be visually demonstrated on the property by flying balloons
or similar methods for a certain amount of time.
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Site plan
Indicating
Marking of
Building
height

Note says:

6.5

40” oak tree with main floor line and roof ridge line markers
attached (visible from Monroe Street)

Grading/Slope Adaptation

As City ordinances prohibit building and grading on any cross slopes over 30% without
variances, construction of buildings and roads and other development features shall be site
adaptive. For instance:
 Structures should step down slopes as illustrated below:

1.
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 A combination of retaining walls and manufactured slopes should be used when
possible to reduce the extent of cut and fill. Retaining walls should blend with the
environment and engineering may be required, based on the height. Retaining walls
higher than 4 feet require engineering and plans approved by the Building Department.
If greater height is needed, slope stepping should be used with additional walls. In
highly visible locations within existing neighborhoods, the walls should include
materials that are compatible with the area.

6.6



Cut and fill slopes over 10 feet in height are discouraged. All cut and fill slopes should
be revegetated to ensure 100% coverage. Cut and fill slopes should be designed to
simulate existing natural contours through use of variable gradients.



Natural drainage features should be retained and setbacks respected.



Design of buildings and parking areas should conform to the natural terrain of the land
to minimize grading and to ensure the least amount of site disturbance.

Lot Coverage

The Zoning Ordinance provides lot coverage standards for the various zoning districts. In
residential zones, not more than 50% of a site can be covered with impervious surfacing. Lot
coverage is defined as that “percentage of the gross lot area covered by structures, paving,
walks, and any other impervious areas that prevent normal precipitation from directly reaching
the ground.” Lot coverage standards are as follows:
GB – General Business Zone:
LB – Local Business Zone:
LI – Light Industrial Zone
EC – Employment Center Zone:
Public/Recreation Zones:
Residential zones - R1, R2, RR
Residential –R3
All other districts:

100%
85%
75%
75% except 50% when abutting a residential zone
25%
50%
Per review by R3 standards
50%

Architect Chuck

Architect Chuck
Durrett sketch
showing good layout
of a site
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6.7

Street/Driveway/Sidewalk Design

The Nevada City General Plan recognizes that the City has many narrow, twisting and dead-end
streets and these types of streets contribute to the unique character of the town and should be
preserved. The Fire Department provides standards for City Streets, Fire Access Roads and
Driveways, being defined as follows:
1.

A City street is any street depicted on the City’s Official Map, dated 2008.

2.

A fire department access road is a road that leads from a City street and serves either a
commercial building OR any group of homes in excess of two. Roads shall meet Fire
Code requirements, including a minimum, unobstructed width of 20 feet along its entire
length.

3.

A driveway leads from a City street and shall serve no more than two, single family
residences. Driveways shall provide an unobstructed width of 14 feet along its entire
length and not be more than 300 feet in length.

Streets which are as narrow as possible given safety concerns and which respect constraints
such as topography and existing vegetation are encouraged.
Creative road and driveway designs are encouraged which incorporate topography, trees, and
which reflect the tradition, organically developed nature of many Nevada City streets.
New construction of homes with roads are required to submit a landscaping plan for review and
approval by the Planning Commission; such standards are included in the zoning ordinance and
consideration should be given to incorporating the following:
 Sidewalks are encouraged only as extensions of existing sidewalks where they would
not detract from the character of a neighborhood.
 Creative pedestrian ways such as meandering paths are encouraged.
New construction of a home with a driveway does not have to submit a landscaping plan. All
new roads and driveways will require approval by the Fire Department and City Engineer/DPW.

Typical Driveway

Coyote Street Sidewalk (2014)
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6.8

Design to Ensure Privacy


Lighting. Outdoor lighting shall not be directed toward existing residences and shall
not increase the lighting intensity on surrounding residential properties such that a
nuisance is created. For example, parking lot lighting is discouraged, as is amber
lighting or a level of lighting, which is not normally expected in a residential area.
(The specific lighting standards can be found within the zoning ordinance in Section
17.80.215.)



Windows. Windows should be placed to maximize privacy impacts for both
homeowner and neighbors..



Balconies. Balconies, decks, and other activity areas should be designed to
maximize the privacy of existing residences or should be screened by vegetation for
the same purpose

Balconies (East Broad Street)
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6.9

Fencing

Materials. The city encourages applicants to work with their neighbors in deciding on a fence
design and to explore the many examples of traditional fence design in Nevada City. The use of
chain link fencing, where visible from the street, is discouraged. Historic materials such as iron,
wood, brick, stone, etc. are encouraged.

Fencing Heights.
Fences in the front yard setback are limited in height to 3-1/2 feet for visibility and safety
purposes. All fences on side and rear lines of properties cannot exceed 6 feet in height.
Fence height shall be measured as the vertical distance between the finished grade at the base of
the fence and the top edge of the fence material. Fences are the actual height of the fence
material, not including supporting walls, posts, pillars, or footings.
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Tips on Measuring Fences:
Level Ground or Curbs. The following white picket fence was constructed on top of a curb.
The fence would be measured from the ground level, not the curb, not to exceed 3-1/2 feet in
height.

Retaining Walls. When fences are on a retaining wall the fence is measured from the highest
ground point. The fence shown below is measured from the ground behind the fence, supported
by the retaining wall.
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Fences on a sloped hillside may be sloped or stepped. When building a fence on a slope (as
shown in pictures below), the entire panel is stepped up or down so it remains level. The posts
are installed plumb, and each panel steps lower or higher as the grade changes. This allows the
overall line of the fence to follow the slope in a stair-step fashion. Neither end of the panels
may exceed 6 feet in height from ground level.
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6.10 Solar/Energy Conservation
Building orientation should respect traditional site plans in the neighborhood. If appropriate,
solar orientation is encouraged. Solar applications can be approved at staff level if the property
is outside the Historical District. The Planning Commission reviews solar applications to ensure
the panels are as obscure as possible.
Projects should include consideration of energy conservation and efficiently, including:






Buildings should be oriented, when appropriate, to take advantage of solar access
for passive lighting, heating, and cooling options.
Utilize shade trees where appropriate.
Insulate walls, roofs, floors, and foundations to optimum levels.
Specify energy efficient mechanical systems and energy management control
systems for heating, cooling, and ventilation.
Encourage passive heating and cooling systems that utilize operable windows
and take advantage of natural ventilation.

Illustration optimizing utilization of solar

6.11 Height Limits of Buildings
Height regulations are provided in the various zones and can be determined by checking the
Zoning Ordinance or contacting the City Planner for assistance.
The basic height limit for principal buildings in the R1, RR and R2 zones is 35 feet with
accessory buildings not exceeding 15 feet in height. The R3 zone provides for varying height
limits to be determined with individual applications.
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6.12 Tree Removal
The City Council finds that the quality of life and character of the city of Nevada City and the
value of property in the city are directly related to the large number of native and ornamental
trees presently situated within the city which contribute to many things including rural
atmosphere and aesthetic appeal, establishment and protection of natural watershed areas, and
the control of soil erosion and flooding.
Nevada City is home to several species of protected trees brought to Nevada City by Felix Gillet, a
pioneer nurseryman and writer born in 1835 in France. Gillet introduced and bred superior European
stock deciduous fruit and nut trees to the United States and California. He owned property on Nursery
Street in Nevada City in 1869 cultivating home-grown nursery stock.
The City’s tree ordinance was updated in 2004 (Chapter 18.01). The ordinance lists protected trees and
provides standards associated with tree removal of any tree with a diameter at breast height of 4” or great
(Madrone, Manzanita, Oak) or 6” or great for all other trees.

A Tree Removal Application is required for removal of trees within Nevada City and is either
reviewed by City staff or the Planning Commission. Staff can approve trees that are dead,
diseased or hazardous. A tree application is submitted, along with photographs and often an
arborist or professional report confirming the health of the tree. Such trees are required to be
removed within 60 days of date of approval.
Requests to remove healthy trees are reviewed and approved by the Planning Commission. An
arborist report is also often required and once all required information is submitted, the matter is
scheduled for a hearing before the Commission.
With new construction or additions to homes that require tree removal, a Tree Removal
Application is included with an Architectural Review Application for review and approval by the
Planning Commission. The Commission will often require a replacement or mitigation planting
plan to offset the removal of trees. Any tree removal associated with a construction project can
be removed only after obtaining a building permit (Section 18.01.060(2a). City Staff is available
to answer any questions and provide assistance through the tree removal process.

Nevada City 1910

Nevada City 2010
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7.0

COMMERCIAL, OFFICE OR INDUSTRIAL USES
ADJACENT TO RESIDENTIAL AREAS

When a non-residential use is proposed in close proximity to existing residences or residentially
zoned areas, the design should be accomplished to minimize impacts on existing or future
residences. The intent should be to ensure that design aspects, which would not normally be
expected in a residential neighborhood, are not visible from residences. For instance:
 Signs should be unobtrusive and not be visible from existing or future residences
unless the business is located directly across a street from the residences.
 Signs shall be lighted only at such times as the premises are open for business and
be turned off after business hours. All illumination shall be indirect.
 Parking areas should not be visible from residences through proper placement or
screening.
 Residences converted to businesses should continue to appear essentially as
residences in mixed areas. For instance, front lawns should be retained and
parking should be placed in the rear or fully screened. Landscaping design should
appear residential.
 Site, signage, and interior lighting should not illuminate existing or future
residences beyond existing levels.
Design review of all proposals involving interface between residential and non-residential uses
shall be publicly noticed and surrounding residences shall be noticed per standard City
procedures.

Zion Street businesses next to residential neighborhoods (Reward Street)
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8.0 COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, OFFICE / PROFESSIONAL
AREAS OUTSIDE THE HISTORICAL DISTRICT
Architecture must exhibit high quality design, which is compatible and sympathetic to Nevada
City's Mother Lode architecture incorporating traditional materials, building lines, features, and
landscaping wherever possible. For instance:


Roofs may vary in their design and detailing, but they should reflect steeper
pitches (6:12 to 12:12).

Gold Flat Industrial Park

Tech Center,
Providence Mine Road



Wall material - Siding should be high quality and at least reminiscent of
traditional materials. Painted siding, hardboard siding, shingles, brick, and
traditionally surfaced stucco are examples of preferred materials though it must
be reviewed for furthering the intent of achieving a continuation of Mother
Lode architecture. T -111 type siding, vinyl and other synthetic siding are
strongly discouraged.
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Covered porches and entries should be used wherever possible to continue a
Nevada City architectural tradition.



Windows should be reminiscent of traditional forms. True multi pane, vertical,
and bay windows are encouraged.



Trim, railing, and details should fit the style of the building. The intent should
be to add texture, shadowing, contrast, and interest, which are reminiscent of
Nevada City architecture.



Roofing material such as treated wood shingles, asphalt shingles, and metal
roofing in muted non-glare colors such as tans, blacks, browns, greens and
grays are desired.



Vary roof lines to preserve views.



Colors that complement the area are desired and the following should be

considered in designing a project:


Select colors that are similar to the tones found in the area and on adjacent
buildings



Muted, soft colors on large wall expanses are encouraged



The use of bright, modern colors and intense white color are discouraged.



Use subdued colors as the primary color and brighter, contrasting trim
when appropriate



Incorporate the color from primary building materials, such as stone, brick
and hardwood, as the base colors for new development

Tech
Center,
Providence
Mine Road
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Additional considerations in non-residential projects should include:
 Orient development to take advantage of view corridors and other scenic resources.
 Locate structures within previously disturbed areas when possible.
 Design building and parking areas to conform to the natural terrain of the land and to
minimize grading.
Volume, Scale, Massing. Height, Site Coverage
The mass and scale of new commercial establishments should be reviewed within the context
of the neighborhood. In newly developed areas, which are not visible from existing
neighborhoods, mass and scale should be kept to historically traditional sizes to fit into the
urban design of the City as a whole. In general, single structures under 8,000 square feet are
encouraged in infill areas in proximity to older neighborhoods. A series of structures are
encouraged if additional square footage is needed. (For instance, the Gold Flat Industrial Park
is not a concern in this area since it is not in proximity to an older neighborhood.)
Considerations include:
 Align roadways and driveways to follow the contours of the site.
 Incorporate and protect environmentally sensitive resources in the site design.
 Preserve significant natural features, particularly trees, water bodies and rock
formations.
 Minimize the building footprints in order to relate to the scale and character of the
existing development
 Massing should be stepped back from the street edge to avoid visual impact from the
street
Signs
 Signs should be unobtrusive and not be visible from existing residences.
 Signs shall be lighted only at such times as the premises are open for business and
turned off after business hours, all illumination shall be indirect.
 Signs should not be placed within the roofline of structures.
 Signage is addressed in a specific section of these Design Guidelines. The City Planner
can assist with sign standards.
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Parking Lot Design
Parking lots should be placed with attention to the surrounding neighborhood. Parking areas
should not be visible from residences through proper placement or screening. In other areas,
the majority of parking should be place to the rear or side of structures where visible from the
street or surrounding public use areas. 50% tree canopy coverage at maturity is required.
Parking standards are contained within the Zoning Ordinance. Considerations include:
 Make pedestrian orientation a primary objective of all projects.
 Locate bicycle racks in a convenient and comfortable location and that do not interfere
with pedestrian access.
 Provide parking to the rear of lots and behind buildings so that the buildings face the
streets.
 Break larger parking lots into several smaller lots.

505 Coyote Street
Side Parking Lot

305 Railroad Avenue
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Lighting
Site lighting should be kept to the minimum amount necessary for safety and security purposes.
Outdoor light shall not be directed toward existing residences and shall not increase the lighting
intensity on surrounding residential properties such that a nuisance is created. For example,
parking lot lighting is discouraged, as is amber lighting or a level of lighting, which is not
normally expected in a residential area. Site, signage, and interior lighting should not illuminate
existing or future residences beyond existing levels. New lighting should be compatible with
the level and style of lighting in the area

Landscaping
Projects are required to submit a preliminary and final landscaping plan for all projects that
undergo environmental review (except for variances for expansions or alterations to singlefamily homes). Landscaping plans with projects shall include locations and dimensions of
proposed planter areas, fences and general types of materials proposed. Natural vegetation is
encouraged to be preserved and incorporated into the landscaping plan. Landscaping should
encourage water conservation through retention of existing, on-site vegetation as well as the
integration of native or drought tolerant species of plants.

KVMR /Theatre Landscaping Plan
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The preliminary landscaping plan may be prepared by the applicant, however the final
landscaping plan shall be prepared by a Licensed Landscape Architect or Licensed Landscape
Contractor. The final plan shall include certification that a landscaping and irrigation system
has been installed. The zoning ordinance provides minimum landscaping standards for new
projects.

Landscaping at Nevada County Railroad Museum, Kidder Court

Landscaping at office Building at 505 Coyote Street
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EXAMPLE OF EXISTING COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
The Seven Hills Business District, bordered by Zion Street and Searls Avenue, provide
shopping and services to the local neighborhoods. Established in the late 1950’s, the area
provides the City’s major grocery store, being the anchor for the district, as well as several retail
stores, office and industrial uses. The City adopted a Seven Hills Master Enhancement Plan in
1995; the plan provides several goals for enhancement strategies for the area.

SPD Grocery Store,
Zion Street

Argall Way Businesses (behind
SPD)

Searls Ave Business
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9.0

RESTORATIONS / RENOVATIONS / DEMOLITIONS

The Nevada City General Plan contains a primary community goal as:
“The City aims to continue its efforts to preserve and enhance the architectural diversity
of historic buildings in the central area, to maintain the remarkable collection of cityowned historic buildings, and to encourage private efforts of historic preservation and
restoration.”
The City Council, in 1989, adopted Ordinance 89-06 on February 27, 1989 (Municipal Code
Chapter 15.12), which adopted review standards applying to the exterior alterations of buildings,
and finding it is important to preserve the exterior appearance and integrity of all buildings in the
Historical District and all pre-World War II buildings outside of the Historical District, being
those buildings constructed before 1942.
The Municipal Code also provides the following standards that will be held against any such
major projects, be it demolition, alteration or renovation:






Demolition of buildings undergo careful review as the Municipal Code states that every
reasonable effort shall be made to provide compatible use for a property that requires
minimal alteration of the building, structure or site and its environment, or to use a
property for its originally intended purpose.
The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure or site and its
environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historic material or
distinctive architectural features should be avoided when possible.
All buildings, structures and site shall be recognized as products of their own time.
Alterations which have no historical basis and which seek to create an earlier appearance
shall be discouraged.
Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, wherever
possible. In the event replacement is necessary, the new material should match the
material being replaced in composition, design, color, texture and other visual qualities.

Further standards are included in the appendix of these Guidelines, being a worksheet that will
assist in knowing which standards of the City Codes are applicable to projects.
Demolition Permit Required
A demolition permit is required for projects meeting any of the following criteria:
1. Demolition inside the Historical District or property adjacent to the Historical District (refer
to map referenced in these Guidelines, Page _____) and in Appendices.
2. Demolition or exterior alteration to any building inside the Historical District or any preWorld War II buildings located outside the Historical District (constructed before 1942)
3. Major Projects defined as:
a. Whenever 25% or more of the siding will be replaced or 25% of the doors and
windows will be replaced
b. Whenever 25% of the foundation will be replaced
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Planning Commission Process
The Planning Commission acts as the architectural review committee for all applications for the
erection or exterior alteration of any buildings and structures, or the removal, demolition or
razing of any structures. The Planning Commission implements many sections of the Municipal
Code and Zoning Ordinance which contain the standards relative to the alteration or removal of
buildings within the City’s various zoning districts including inside and outside the City’s
Historical District.
Demolition Plan Requirements
The Planning Commission, in 2014, approved an update to the City’s demolition application
which requires the submittal of a “demolition plan” for the Commission’s consideration when
reviewing such applications. The demolition plan requires answers to the following questions:
1. What materials are being removed?
2. Explain the need for removal of materials, providing evidence that the building has become
so damaged or dilapidated that it is unusable and cannot reasonably be repaired or restored
3. Are any of these materials being re-used in the project? Clearly list what materials will be
re-used and indicate where in the project they will be utilized.
4. If no materials are being re-used please indicate reasons.
5. What replacement materials are being used? Do they match those being removed? If not,
explain why.
6. Explain how the exterior appearance and materials will be preserved, to the extent of the
alteration.
7. Indicate how the replacement structure will reflect the style or character of the building being
demolished.
The demolition plan shall also include the following attachments:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Elevations – Provide elevations clearly indicating the areas to be demolished. This
information will be used with any approval as an exhibit clearly designating areas to be
demolished.
List percentages of walls, windows, and doors to be removed.
Evidence as to the condition of the materials (include photographs)
Evidence of the structural condition of the building (i.e., include structural analysis by
professionals (such as a licensed engineer) and contractor bids, etc.)
A complete age and history of the building.
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Worksheet to be used with Demolition Projects
The City Attorney, in 2013, prepared a worksheet for the public and the Planning Commission to
use when reviewing demolition applications. The worksheet contains standards within the City’s
Municipal Code and the Zoning Ordinance relating to demolition. The worksheet is divided into
the following categories:
1. All buildings and structures, whether inside or outside the Historical District.
2. All pre-WW II (1942) buildings outside the Historical District.
3. Buildings outside the Historical District of special historical or architectural interest or value
or are an example of Mother Lode era architecture.
4. All buildings within the Historical District having no special historical or architectural
interest, significance, or value.
5. Any buildings in the Historical District having special historical or architectural interest,
significance, or value or Mother Lode era type of architecture.
The worksheet is valuable as the applicant can determine, with the assistance of staff if needed,
which category suits the proposed project. The standards and Municipal Code sections are cited
and the project can be held up to these standards and can be reviewed with the Planning
Commission.
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EXAMPLE OF RESIDENTIAL DEMOLITION PROJECT – Clay Street
The following pictures and elevations depict a small miner’s cabin built in the 1930’s. Several
additions were constructed throughout the years and the materials varied with the different stages
of construction. The original home contained 680 square feet. The property is 0.44 acre in size.
A portion of the home was constructed in the side yard setback, making the home a ‘nonconforming use.’
In 2010, the new owners proposed a demolition and remodel of the home. The new construction
removed the home out of the setback which made the home a conforming structure. The owners
proposed increasing the main floor to total 1184 square feet with an 875 square foot
unconditioned attic proposed for storage area. The home has an existing 297 square foot
basement. Extensive repairs and changes to the damaged, and in some area, the non-existent
foundation were approved by the City Engineer. The proposed materials included hardy-plank
siding, and vinyl windows with wood trim.
The project application was approved by the Commission finding the architectural elements were
very much in keeping with Mother Lode era architecture and the context of the neighborhood,
the zoning ordinance and the Design Guidelines.
Below are ‘before’ photos of the home, the proposed elevations and the ‘after’ photos of the
finished home.

BEFORE
1930’s
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Proposed Front Elevation

AFTER
2010
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EXAMPLES OF COMMERCIAL DEMOLITION PROJECT
1. 120 BRIDGE STREET The KVMR / Theatre project underwent an extensive review
project, ensuring that the project met all the standards of the Historical District. The project
involved several applications, but the main project was to remove three tin sheds, built in 1900,
1920 and 1930 and replace them with a new 8,100 square foot radio station with access and
connection to the back of the historic Nevada Theatre.

KVMR /Theatre Sheds Before
1900, 1920, 1930

KVMR / Theatre Project
After 2015

The three existing tin sheds on the site were demolished but with a careful approach whereby the existing
buildings were hand-disassembled, and all useable parts of the existing building being incorporated into
the new replacement structure. All useable metal siding and roofing were reused. The structurally-sound
wood timbers were incorporated into the new building and used in an exposed manner. Additionally, the
design of the ‘replacement building’ was configured to evoke the form and nature of the existing building
(the three gable roof-line facing Bridge Street) in order to reflect the importance of historic preservation
in the downtown district. Due to this overall approach to the replacement structure, the ‘demolition’
process includes the spirit of ‘reconstruction.’
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2. 100 UNION ALLEY
The buildings at 100 Union Street were previously the site of a gas station. In 2004 the gas
station was demolished and replaced with a building offering mixed uses of retail, office and
apartments.

1960’s Service Station Before

2004 Project After

The 2004 application included a commercial site plan proposing to demolish a 1960’s era service
station (1596 sq ft) and to construct a 14,496 sq ft retail/residential/office space building. The
building resulted in four different facades with four retail spaces on the ground level and spaces
above providing combined residential/office space. An underground parking garage was
provided for 11 vehicles. The materials incorporated design elements of the Mother Lode style,
being brick, corrugated metal, stucco and wood, as well as wood windows, iron shutters and
balconies.
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10.0 SIGNAGE
Design Guidelines for Signage can be obtained from the City
Planner and are available on the City website (nevadacityca.gov,
Planning Dept. link). Signage guidelines are also attached to the
sign application.
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11.0 APPENDICES
1.
2.

Historical District Map
Worksheet providing Municipal Code Sections used in Architectural Review, Demolitions,
and Alterations to Homes
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